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ABSTRACT 
The present study is focused on the art, architecture and historical developments 
of Indo Iranian association while occupying the larger emphasis on Iranian history. 
A relevant ancient and historical past has been dug for the detailed references of a 
chronology of the past history of Iranian politics, art, culture and architecture, 
dynasty by dynasty and rulers by rulers. There are traces of Indo Iranian relations 
since ancient time which is further discussed with historical proofs. It has been 
identified and discussed at length that the relevant interaction and development in 
terms of art and architecture between the two nations was during the Mughal Empire 
in India. 
With the undeniable researches which has conducted in different fields like, 
population biology, history, various science like, astrology, medicine, pharmacy, 
marine science, architectural and urbanism, music and painterly of book and 
bookbindery, war equipments, general needs, industry and agriculture and even 
mythology - a unique association of Iran and India with similar historic background of 
several thousand years are also similar and unique in lexicology and culture history. 
These similarities are not confirmed on a simple accident, but through a process 
which has a lot of length and width in human history. The important point is that these 
two nations has similar historic happening and destiny. 
Iran is the part of eastern race that is called Indo-European because of the 
expansion of this race from Spain and Portugal to Iran and Afghanistan and Pakistan 
and Iran. Indian European divided in to western and eastern division. Western group 
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included European countries and eastern groups included Indo-Iranian nations that 
divided into smaller groups of India and Iran. 
There are some hypotheses about the origin of Indo-Europeans. Some of them 
are authentic and some are not. Some scientists believe that this Indian Europeans 
came from Scandinavia and because of the cold weather of this region they 
immigrated to warmer area which stayed in control of Europe. Other scientists 
believe that the centre of the first Indo-Europeans are in the north of Germany and 
the south of Dermiark and the expanded plains of this part of Europe. There is 
another group in Asia, near present Tajikistan and slope of Pamir but they 
immigrated to Europe and Afghanistan and Iran and Asia Minor. There is another 
hypothesis that indicates the collection of Indo-European in early ages. According to 
archeological researches there is a big collection of Indo-European things near 
Danube River in early ages. In Middle Ages not only Indo-Europeans but also 
Iranian lived in the eastern part of Danube till Pamir. All of these parts are the home 
of Sakaii's people even in early ages it means the age of Daryus petrography. There 
may be a question as to how we can understand that these people are Indo-
Europeans? The answer is that the survivors spoke the same rooted language with 
Indo- European origin. There are some factors to recognize these races these are 
linguistic, archeology and anthropology. Many tales and stories of Iranian are like 
tales and stories of central Asia and Eastern Europe. For example, Rostam and 
Sohrab is Iranian and Kohoolin is Irish. 
For the first time, one of the German scientist whose name was Pope, paid 
attention to the relationship between languages and innovated the grammar of 
comparison between Indo-European languages. This investigation shows that many 
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nations have language relationship. But it's not the only factor there are more factors 
like culture and customs as shared by India and Iran. 
Many many years ago, when Indian and Iranian tribes were separated and lived 
in expanded plains in Asia, they both had a commander who also was a tribe's head 
and religious leader. These tribes had pastor life and lived in veils. These people had 
many quadrupeds. The vandidad of Avesta, point towards the king Jamshid one of 
the king of Indo-Iranian legend. He was the king of the dead lands mentioned in 
ancient literature of India. 
In his time, the winter was very cold and very long in central Asia which caused 
death of many human and quadrupeds. According to Hindo-Irani religious tail, he 
when blessed there was an Increase in the population and quadrupeds which caused 
naiTOwing spaces and a need of more meadows. 
Hindo-Irani tribes searched for new meadows and pastures and they immigrated 
to warmer lands, some groups went to the Iranian plateau, some groups went to the 
Asia Minor meadows. 
We have indications that Indian and Iranian lives together, searching in habits, 
ethics, customs, spoke the same language and they worshiped the same gods. Within 
a long span of the history of the many years, their attitudes and consideration 
changed and this difference caused their separation from each other. Indians stayed 
in Indian continent and Iranians migrated to the Iranian plateau. Because of this 
separation, they had many differences in art and litreture. Javaher la'l Nahro said, 
"Among nations and races which had relation with India, the oldest and long lasting 
is Iran. After separation of the two nations, the first political relation between Iran 
and India happened in Darius the king of Achaemenian. (522- 486. B.C.). This 
Bahram Farahvashi: Iranovich, Tehran University Publication, pp2-6. 
relation continued until the end of Achaemenid ages. Because of Alexander attack. 
Alexander ruled in India till 327 B.C. After deterioration of Seleucids, Iran and India 
became under dominance of Greeks and Ashkanian dynasty in Iran. 
In the Ashkani's age (226-250 A.D) because of the continued battle between 
Iran and Rome, Iran and India broke off diplomatic relations. In the age of Sassanid 
(224-652 A.D) this relation established again. According to history and myth, the 
prince of Sassanid and Bahrm Goor traveled to India for studying the principles of 
gOA/ernor in 330 A.H. Epic poetry and legendary history of Iran by Ferdowsi 
confirms this journey. Kelile-o Demneh is also an Indian book and written by 
Vashino- Sharm in Kashmir. It translated into Pahlavi language in the age of 
Nooshirvan and also translated into Arabic by Ibne e Moghafa'a. The history shows 
after Alexander's invasion and ascendancy they encountered with Mongols, about 
this invasion Iranian historian and scholars have different opinions, one historian has 
written: if you say that from the beginning of human history until now nobody ever 
has seen such disaster. The first commander which arrived in India after Islam was 
Al- Saboktagin or Ghaznavian. (367- 582 A.H). Because of Mahmud Ghaznavi's 
attack to India, Islamic civilization and Islamic thought emerged into India. In the 
ancient and middle ages, Panjab is the main gate that made relation between Iran and 
India. Some orientalist such as Vensinck and Ms. Levi believe that Mahmud had a 
great personality. But he had an adventurously life and he couldn't learn any 
knowledge. 
After Malimud's attack to India, different groups of Sufis immigrated to India. 
These emigrants were the Ulema (learned men) that had dealing with people's 
thought and were spiritual. So their effect was more than the other emigrants. In this 
period Iranian culture and language was expanded in India. And increased from 5'^  
century A.H. If there was a proof that before this time some people traveled to India, 
this was the rehgious authorities' proof. Other proofs indicated that Hossein ibne e 
Mansur Hallaj (dead in 309 A.H) traveled to India through sea and traveled to 
Punjab and central Asia by land and then back to Iraq. All ibne Osmani Hajviri 
Ghaznavi the author of Kahf-e Mahjoob traveled from Lahore to Ghaznein in 465 
A.H. 
From 6'^  century onwards, a great group of great Gnostics, jurisprudents, poets 
and writers of Iran proceeded to India. Sheikh Jamaleddin Gili Ghazvini was a 
popular narrator who traveled to India from Iran. He was the publisher and 
missionary of Isamaeli and the messengers of Alaeddin the Isamelian king of 
Alamoot. He died in 651 A.H and Ismaeli denomination in India appeared from that 
time. 
By the study of ancient texts of Iran we can discover the relation between Iran 
and India and their language and culture and religious similarities. After Zoroaster, 
many ancient Iranian persuasions reflected in benediction and religious customs of 
ancient gods. 
Iranian artists were experts in creating a mixture on Iranian culture, which was polished 
by Islam effect after seventh centuries for example great mosque of Dameshgh was 
designed by Iranian artists and Syria artists attired it, and in Tabary many workers and 
architects were collaborated for building of the city of Baghdad Abbassi Caliphs 
brought from Iran, Syria, Kofeh, Mosel, Vaset and Basre. Iranian even have effective 
rule in changing of Islamic government form Ommavy caliphs to Abbassian 749 AC 
(132 H), especially mans like Abomoslem Khorasany, which Abbassian rule continued 
by his efforts. 
^ Dr. Ahmad Taffazoli: The Pre-islamic History of Iran 
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Considering the presence of Iranian artists Abbassian caliphs started new 
activities and Baghdad became the center of Islamic art and culture, many books 
from Greek in the fields like philosophy, medicine, mathematic etc. translated to 
Arabic and were in practical use. The caliph established a new science institution 
named Darolhekmeh (Beitolhakamie) in Baghdad which was the center for gathering 
of artists and scientists. It even had study center and observatory. In Haroon's period 
reputation and glory of Abbassian expanded throughout the world specialy with the 
translation of the book of Hezar o Eikshap. Motasem (Al Motasem) build the city of 
Sammerah about 60Km from Baghdad, which until many years (839 - 892 AC) 
equaled with (222 - 279) was the center of government. One of the Caliphs planes 
was to use the Torkish in army because of their suitable physic and when Abbassian 
lost the government again Iranian had some influence on it. At this time (800 AC) 
(184) Aghlebeh emerged in north of Africa, in 819 AC (204) Samanian government 
established independent administration in Bein-o-Alnahrian in north and east of Iran, 
which influenced the literature of Iran and its development was undeniable, as 
Rodaky the well known Iranian poet who was called Abo Shoara, means father of 
Persian poem, was the part and the witness of this influence. Egyptian announced 
their independence by establishing the rule of Tolonieh who was Ahmad the son of 
Totan the famous Egyptian head. The continuance of their rule extended to 
Akhshadieh and then to Fatemion rule (Fatemy caliphs). Ghaznieh and Ghaznavian 
announced their rule in 962 AC (351) in Panjab and Afghanistan and by their 
defiance to Salgoghyan and Toghrol Beik with the victory in Khorasan and then 
Baghdad in 1055 AC (447) which reached to sultanate. These invaders faced new 
accidents, which would continue hereafter inl258 AC (657) and it was the attacks of 
Mughols. Chngiz Khan divided his empire between his sons Helako called himself 
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lillkhan in Iran and created the administration of lillkhanian which included Iraq and 
some part of minor Asia, his empire was extended from China to south of Russia and 
Iran and Persian region. In this dynasty they ruled these lands from 1256 to 1353 AC 
(654-751). Interestingly, they got influenced with culture and art of these subjugated 
territories, especially Iran which was quite advanced and experienced in science, 
philosophy, poem, drawing, architect, urbanism and trade and production. They, 
with acceptance of Islam, which was dominant religion in Iranian society, began to 
build scientific and training centers and art development in Baghdad, Tabriz and 
Zanjan (Soltanieh). Until again cursory attack of Mughols started, and this time 
Teymour Lang (Teymour Khan) (1370-1404 AC) (772 - 807) attacked on Iran and 
after that defeated Osmany empire, and in this situation Samarghand and Bokhara 
started to develop as scientific and cultural center with Iranian characteristic and 
controlled the leadership of this stormy ship. After this we have the empire of 
Baborbaberian in India. Babar who was born in 1482 AC (887), in Fraghaneh in 
Tagikestan in a Persian region reached to India which continued from 1526 to 1857 
AC (1274 - 933). It was Baber and his vicars contributed to the growth of Iran and 
India art and architecture, they created special condition by inviting artists, architects 
etc. and by announcing the Persian as formal language and with the association with 
the governing families in Iran used these bargain in political plays and cultural 
leisure. This communion is cultural communion in different ways especially in art. 
Investigation and research on culture and art in that time has deserving importance, 
but it's not possible to research each cultural and artistic aspect in this period 
v/ithout researching on Mughuls' history and their effects of artistic associations and 
impact on other countries. Mughuls had a selective choice in art in other countries in 
Europe and Asia. Here we only investigate the relationship between Iran and India 
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and the effect of Mughul art and architecture on both countries with the very fact 
that the common precedent of two big nations has the same primitive language 
'Sanslcrit' at their root. 
In Persian and Arabic, Mughuls were called Gurkanids and Temiirids as Baber's 
ancestor he was the founder of the dynasty was Genghis. On his other sides, 
patriotically Baber's ancestry goes back to Temiir who was the great conqueror of 
Asian which was held in late 14"^  and early 15^ ^ A.H century. Gurkanids resisted 
against Indianization of the dynasty. Linguistically and aesthetically up to 16'^  
Century because of such a back ground. In those days Turkish was spoken and the 
whole pictures remained revealed Tataries properties. But gradually due to royal 
raarriages with Rajpoot princess Gurkanids put influenced by the Indian culture. 
They turn the Turkish language into Farsi. 
From the time of Baber till Aurangzeb, the Gurkanids kingdom was extended 
during 6 generation. They mixed together political and military aptitudes with 
scientific, artistic and Gnostic competence. 
Gurkanids was foundation of cities (Akbar, Jahangir, Shah jahan ) , encourager 
to architecture (Shah Jahan), garden works (Jahangir) game of polo (Akbar, 
Jahangir), skillful archer (Jahangir's wife ,Noor Jahan), the writer of biography 
(Baber ,Jahangir) literature and letter (Orang zib),poem (Baber), calligrapher, 
collection of art works, supporter of painting and literature, astronomer 
(Homayoon), the cause of innovation in religious thoughts (Akbar), the authors of 
philosophical thesis and Gnostic works (Da'ashkooh, Jahan Ara). 
The brilliant ability of Gurkanids' governor introduced him as a independent 
king in the top of the concentrated and united country. Their methods of kingship 
were based on the Islamic dominion, prophets in Quran, ancient Ian, Iranians and 
Sufis. 
The Temur's children -Akbar, Jahangir, and Shah Jahan- declared themselves 
as God's representative in the earth and had the power of religious and diplomacy 
together. They claimed that their reign give the peace to all humans. Architect, art, 
poem, historian and court's living was n the service of kingdom's desires. The center 
of culture was the court and it's activity organized by rules in Shah Jahn's period. 
The place of court changed frequently in important cities like Agra, Lahoor and 
Delhi. But after Shah Jahn choose a new capital city; Delhi becomes the permanent 
capital city. However, they spent their summer in Keshmir. In general, Gurkanids 
became the absolute governors in India who supported architecture and other brands 
of art. 
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Preface 
The Iranian's spirit in the Indian's body 
According to Jawaher Lai Nehru, "Iran and India are so close to each other 
that we can't find such relation in other parts of the world". Allameh Shebly 
Nemani says, "Iran and India are in the same house". It's clear that this 
communion is cultural communion in different aspects especially in art. For 
many years, people in these lands spoke Persian and wrote many books in Farsi 
as well. The methods and style of Eloquence changed during many ages. Hafez 
says: 
Till that time Indian style in literature and art turns into the dominant style 
among Persian speaking poets and the Iranian poets combine the Indian artistic 
subtleties with Persian words to create the whole priceless lot. 
In the First Iranology national conference that held in 2002, where I 
presented an article, professor Abedi who teaches Farsi literature in an Indian 
university, states, "In the last years, many books prepared with trying of people 
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from Iran and India, such as the Farsi books in history. When Hasan Nezami 
from Nishabore arrived in Delhi, he finished his book and dedicated it to 
Ghotbeddin Ibak, but until now this book isn't published. Since everyone's who 
want to know Islam's history needs this book. This book translated to English by 
Behkoot Seroop but it isn't translated in Farsi yet. This proot shows that now 
aday English is more popular than Farsi in India. 
Professor Abedi mentions that he found a book whose name is Mara'atol-
Motaghin which is about Hindu's religious Jurisprudence and Raja Lakahno 
translated it from Acharia Dooshen which is in Sanskrit and it's about Hindus 
Religious Jurisprudence in 1869. The content is very similar to Islamic 
Religious Jurisprudence. For instance, it started with f^j^' Cy^J^ ^^ r^. It covers 
all aspects of human life. This version is in Decken library in Puna. Farsi isn't 
just a language, it's a culture. We can see the effect of relation between Iran and 
India in Taj Mahal'. 
People in Iran and India not only have the same origin, but they also have 
the same history. 
When Mughals attacked other countries, they brought a drawn sword as a 
sample of "Genghis Yasay". This was derived from Mughals "Dezasak" and 
was stated in old and modern Persian as "Yasa", Se Yasagh" and " Yasagh" 
^ The lectures and reports of inauguration meeting of tine l" national conference on Iraology, lield by the deputy of 
public Affairs and international cooperation, the Foundation for Iranology, Green Circle Publications, Summer 2002 
which meant the governor's rule and law. This referred to the punishment 
ordered by the king for the crimes related to death which was believed as a great 
sin. This has influenced many Mughals words as "Yasamishi" which referred to 
as the basis for the policy and ruling status. Of course there were some other 
words such as "Tooze" which referring to the Mughul Khan 's rule, and 
"Yusun" meaning method and way. According to Vassaf history, the Great 
Yasaname was known as "Tonjin" meaning "caution" and "take something for 
granted"'. 
To calm down the Mughals, so many men were killed and so many people 
were racked. Men like Mohammad Balvaj from Muslims and Tatakos from 
Inghoors and Yaloochot Sai from china. When Urdu's militaiy counselors 
convinced Genghis that Chinese people are not military person, so we should 
kill all people and turn the twons to pasture. Khan decided to accept, but 
Yalaoochot Sai said, "we can collect taxes to provide our military needs and 
then Khan dispensed killing people". By giving 40000 bags of grain and 80000 
slices of silk a year, little by little Mughals select supreme judge to solve 
Muslims problem like marriage and divorce. An Iranian wise writes: After 
prevalence of Iran and china and resided in city, Mughals' hobbies changed and 
the rustic hobbies influenced to Mughals' managers\ 
• History by ibne Vassaf, p 560 
'' Cghbal Ashtiani: Mistory of Mughuls, p 97. 
• > v 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
Introduction 
Initiation of Iran-o-lndia relations 
One of the biggest military and political and historical movements is the 
movement of Mughals' army that make a political and cultural transformation 
that make influence on economy and culture and art of the world. 
At the beginning of Genghis Khan and Hulagu Khan all of cultural and 
artistic centers were damaged. This age was the darkest age in Asian history. 
Ibne Asir (a great Islamic dated) wrote, "from the dominion of Adam, no one 
saw this tragic event and history didn't show events like this". 
Investigation and research on culture and art in that time has deserving 
important. But it's not possible to researching each cultural and artistic aspects 
in this period without researching on Mughals' history and effect of artistic 
aspect on other countries. Mughals make choose in art and other countries in 
Europe and Asia. In this part we investigation the relationship between Iran and 
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India and the effect of Mughals art on these countries. Although we shouldn't 
ignore common precedent of two big nation. They have same primitive 
language. (Sanskrit) 
Iranian race 
Iranian is the part of eastern race that calls Indo-European. Because of 
expanding of this race from Spain and Portugal until Iran and Afghanistan and 
Pakistan and Iran. Indian European divided in to western and eastern group. 
Western group included European countries and eastern groups are Indo-Iranian 
nations that divided into smaller groups of Hindu and Iranian. 
In Europe there is a land that is not Indo-European. The eastern parts of 
Indo-European included Indians and Iranians. There are some hypotheses about 
the origin of Indo-Europeans. Some of them are not scientific but some of them 
are scientific. Some scientists believe that this Indian Europeans come from 
Scandinavia and because of the cold weather of this region, they immigrate to 
warmer area. And stay in control Europe. Other scientists believe that the centre 
of the first Indo-Europeans are in the north of Germany and the south of 
Denmark and the expanding plain in this part of Europe. There is another group 
in Asia, near present Tajikistan and slope of Pamir. But they immigrated to 
Europe and Afghanistan and Iran and Asia Minor. There is another hypothesis 
that indicate the collection of Indo-European in early ages. According to 
archeology researches there is a big collecfion of Indo-European near Danube 
River in early ages. In Middle Ages not only Indo-Europeans but also Iranian 
lives in the eastern part of Danube till Pamir. All of these parts are the home of 
Sakaii's people even in early ages it means the age of Daryus petrography. 
There may be a question as to how we can understand that these people are 
hido- Europeans? The answer is survives speak in the same root with Indo-
Europeans. There are some factors for recognition of race like linguistic, 
archeology and mores and anthropology. Many tales and stories of Iranian are 
like tales and stories of central Asia and Eastern Europe. For example, Rostam 
and Sohrab is Iranian and Kohoolin is Irish. 
For the first time one of the German scientist whose name is Pope, paid 
attention to relationship between languages and innovated the grammar of 
comparison between Indo-European languages. This investigation shows that 
many nations have language relationship. But it's not the only factor. We needs 
other factors like mores and customs. 
India and Iranians: 
Many years ago , when Indian and Iranian tribe separated and lived in 
expanded plains in central Asia, they had a same commander which is also a 
tribe's head and religious leader. These tribes had pastor life and lived in veils. 
These people had many quadrupeds. The vandidad of Avesta, point to becoming 
narrow of the earth and expanding of the earth by king Jamshid one of the 
legendary king of Indo-Iranian. 
.lamshid (Gima Xsaeta) was twin of his sister Yima. According to Avesta, 
Jamshid becoming a king of earth from the permission of Ahurmazda to 
increasing the quadrupeds. This Jamshid was the king of the dead lands in 
ancient Hterature of India. 
In his time, the winter was very cold and very long in central Asia and 
caused death of many human and quadrupeds after many years, he was the 
commander of new people and tried to increasing people and quadrupeds. 
According to Hindo-Irani religious traditions, this act blessed the tribe. 
Increasing people and quadrupeds caused narrowing spaces and needs of more 
meadow. 
Hindo-lrani tribes searched for new meadow and pastures and they 
immigrated to warmer lands. Some groups gone to the Iranian plateau. Some 
groups gone to the Asia minor meadow and other gone to send canyon'. 
In addition, Indian and Iranian lived together. Searching in habits ethics, 
customs, language and considerations shows that they lived with each other, 
they spoke the same language and they worshiped the same God. During the 
many years, their attitudes and consideration changed and this difference caused 
to separate them from each other. Indians stayed in India continent and Iranians 
migrated to the Iranian plateau. Because of this separation, they had differences 
in art and litreture also. Jawaher Lai Nehru said, "Among nations and races 
which had relation with India, the oldest and long lasting is Iran. After separated 
of this two nations, the first political relation between Iran and India happened 
during region Darius the king of Achaemenian. (522- 486. B.C.). This relation 
^ Bahiam Farah\'ashi: Iranovich, Tehran University Publication. pp2-6. 
continued until the end of Achaemenid ages because of Alexander attack. 
Alexander assumed ownership of Hindu send in 327 B.C. After deterioration of 
Seleucids. Iran and India became under dominance of Greeks and Ashkanian 
dynasty taken the reigns of governments in Iran. 
In the Ashkani's age (226-250 A.D) because of the continued battle between 
Iran and Rome, Iran and India broke off diplomatic relations. In the age of 
Sassanid (224-652 A.D) this relation established again. According to history and 
myth, the prince of Sassanid and Bahrm Goor travel to India for studying the 
principles of governor in 330 A.D. Epic poetry and legendary history of Iran by 
Ferdowsi confirms this journey. Kelile-o Demneh is also an Indian book and 
written by Vashino- Sharm in Kashmir. It translated into Pahlavi language in the 
age of Nooshirvan and also translated into Arabic by Ibne e Moghafa'a. 
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Iran and India's relation after Islam: 
After the emergence of Islam, Iran was triumphed by Arabs. Then they 
continued their battle into India. Agent sent to India during the time of Rashdin 
Caliphs (the first four caliphs of Islam after the Prophet). In the 94A.H, Islam 
corps by command of Ghasem ibne e Mohamraad-e Saghafi attacked to India 
language and art and literature of Iran penetrated to India, by the Islam corps. 
Because in the Ghasem's corps, there was 60000 Iranians, little by little people 
were sent to learn to speak Arabic. The popular history book on that time was 
Menhaj-e Masalek that written by Imam Ebrahimin Arabic. Although the 
original book destroyed but the Persian version of this book which name was 
Ghasemi histry or "Chach Nameh" translated by Koofi when Naser-eddin 
Ghabacheh was on throne. Corresponding to witnesses, during Saffavids (254-
290 A.H) and Samanis (261-389 A.H) the conversational language of sends is 
larsi. Whereas some historians believe that there is no Farsi compilafion in the 
India until the age of Saboktagin. 
The first commander which arrived in India after Islam was Al- Saboktagin 
or Ghaznavian. (367- 582 A.H). Because of Mahmud Ghaznavi's attack to 
India, Islamic civilization and Islamic thought emerged into India. In the ancient 
and middle ages, Panjab is the main gate that made relation between Iran and 
India. Some orientalist such as Vensinck and Ms. Levi believe that Mahmud had 
a great personality. But he lead an adventurously life and he couldn't learn any 
knowledge. 
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After opening way, little diplomatic refugees and merchant and homeless 
emigrants arrived to Iran. 
Reign of Ghaznavian had two periods. The first period initiated from 
Aloptagin, a servant of Samanis. The exact founder of the dynasty was 
Saboktagin, a servant of Aloptagin and his son in low. And king Mahmud's 
father. This period terminated in 432 A.H. when king Masud - Mahmud's son-
was killed. The second period lasted from 432- 582/3 A.H. for 150 years. 
During the reign of Taj-eDole, 13 person covered to Afghanistan, Sistan and 
Send provinces. At the end of Ghanavians's era, came the and king, Khosro's 
reign. (547-555A.fl). Ghaznavian went out from occupy of Ghaznavian and 
their capital city transformed to Lahoor. Selection of Lahoor as capital of 
Ghaznavian happened during the time of third Masud , son of Ibraim Ghaznavi. 
(Born in 453 A.H. and death in 504 A.H.) his reign continued for 17 years. 
Lahoor was occupied by Ghias-eddin Ghoori in 583 A.H and killed all princes. 
This was the last point in this period. 
After Mohammad's attack to India, different groups of Soofis immigrated to 
India. These emigrants were the Ulema (learned men) that had dealing with 
people's thought and reflection and soul. So their effect was more than the other 
emigrants. In this period Iranian culture and language was expanded in India. 
And increased from five century A.H. If there was a proof that before this time 
some people traveled to India, this was the religious authorities' proof For 
example there was a document that Abu Hafez ibne-e-Rabii ibne-e-Sabih-e 
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Asadi-e-Basari from follower of dependents (Taba- Tabbeiin) narrated from 
Mohammad thin, (second century A.H) and from Hasan Basari that arrived here 
Sent from Mokran in 160 A.H. and died in this place. Other proofs indicated that 
Hossein ibne e Mansur Hallaj (dead in 309 A.H) traveled to India through sea 
and travel to Punjab and central Asia by land and then back to Iraq. Ali ibne 
Osmani Hajviri Ghaznavi the author of Kahf-e Mahjoob traveled from Lahoor to 
Ghaznein in 465 A.H. 
From sixth century afterwards, a great group of great Gnostics, 
jurisprudents, poets and writers of Iran proceeded to India. Sheikh Jamaleddin 
Gili Ghazvini was a popular narrator who traveled to India from Iran. He was 
inwards publisher and missionary of Isamaeli and the messengers of Alaeddin 
the Isamelian king of Alamoot. He was dead in 651 A.H and Ismaeli 
denomination in India was appeared from that time. 
Leader of Islam Baha-eddin Zakaria Moltani was the caliphs of Lahroodia 
and lived in Moltan. He was the spiritual guide of Fakhreddin Iraqi- the famous 
poet in 7'^  century- and died in 661 A.H. His oldest son married to Zakaria 
Moltani's daughter. Mir Seyyed Ali Hamedani called Ali the second. He was 
arrived in Kashmir v/ith many of his followers from Hamedan in near the end of 
S"' century A.H. He constructed monastery that remained under the tittle of 
Moalla monastery. He died in Tajikistan in 1373 A.D. His cemetery is in Koolab 
city'. 
Dr. Towflq H. Sobhani: An Introduction to Persian Literature in India, ppl-6 
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By the study of ancient texts of Iran we can discover the relation between 
h'an and hidia and their language, culture and religious similarities. For instance 
the Zoroaster's holy book, according to language specification and antiquity 
divided in two groups. 1) Gahan texts 2) recent Avestan texts. Recent Avestan 
texts included some parts of Yasn, Visperd, Khorde Avesta (blessing, Gah, 30 
days, Afaringan) Yashts, Vandidad, Hadokht. After Zoroaster, many ancient 
Iranian persuasions reflected in benediction and religious customs of ancient 
Gods. Religious customs before Zoroaster combined to opinion of this prophet 
and made recent Avestan texts. And this event was because of the expanding of 
Zoroaster religion in different parts of Iran. Zoroaster didn't mentioned the name 
of ancient Iranian and Indian Gods in Gahan. Zoroaster in Gahan expressed his 
opinion and principles and his innovation and tried to change people's opinion 
into divinity world. According to his opinion Ahurmazda is the best God. That is 
in the Amshaspans. The Gods that rejected by Zoroaster are Daivas to whom 
one's praying was evil. "Daivas" come down as Satan. 
The word of vandidad- Divdat derived from "vaidaividata" which means 
"against daemon" referring to someone who has the low of departure and avoid 
daemon. Daemon was a Hindo-Iranian God that Zoroaster rejected. We can 
discover the relation between Iran and India by the attaining of epigraphs and 
crosses during the Sassanid era. Among the writings carved on the crosses found 
in south India in the form of Pahlavi handwritings and also the ones uncovered 
in Buddhist Kanhari Caves in Salset Bambaei, there were five stone tablets 
carved in Pahlavi Cursive writing. A cupriferous state was founded in Kevilin 
in Tradankor in south of India that related to grant a concession to an Iranian 
Christian church that lay the foundation by Sir Shio. This state belonged to 9' 
century and was written on it. Some special names that most of them is Iranian. 
Dr. Ahmad Taffazoli: The Pre-islamic History of Iran 
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After 4^ '^  century A.H. Pahlavi language was forgotten and reading its text was 
too hard. So many Zoroaster clergies immigrated to India and tried to translate 
Pahlavi texts to Avestan and written to Farsi - Arabic phonetics too. This 
writing circulated in Iran and India and Zoroaster's used this writing had less 
ambiguity, it can't showed the exact pronunciation of Pahlavi's words. This is 
Persian writing phonetics. 
Approximately all copies of Avesta are Indian copies. Probably some parts 
of Khorde Avesta translated to Pahlavi in India. The oldest copy of Khorde 
Avesta, that contain Visperd too, is the AK copy that protect in Nosari and was 
written in Nosari in 921 of Yazdagerd time. The fifth book of Dinkert included 
two main parts. First part contains the answers of Azar Fanbagh Far Faradan in 
the Samaran (the name of a book) to Jacob Khaldan's questions. These questions 
were about antecedent of people of Samaran and the cooperation of them with 
Iranian in Lahrasb time. And it also covered the incident of Ahurmazda's 
religion before Zoroaster. Ibne- Nadim mentioned 3 promise book related to 
Anushirevan in the part of 12 mentioned the report of Anushirevan. He said 
Anushirevan wanted to know the government ways of other countries like 
Italian and Indian. He learned the good things and abandon the bad things. He 
continued negligence and he never forced someone to do something that he 
didn't want. 
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Prose Stories: 
Some prose stories such as Hezarastan, Namrood, Babel's property, orphan 
Roozbeh, KeHleh-vo Demneh, Sindbad- most of these books are Indian and 
translated to Pahlavi- indicated that there is two kind of myth in Pahlavi 
language. The first kind is the stories that are Iranian originally and the other is 
the books that translated from other countries books. One of the stories which 
has Indian extraction translated to Pahlavi in Sassanid's age and after Islam 
translated from Pahlavi to Arabic. This book is also about the explanation of 
Budha's life. Boozasef is the little of Budha before becoming Budha. Another 
book is Kelileh-o Demneh which has two chapters that have Indian extraction 
and has five chapters that have Iranian extracfion. 
None of the scientific Pahlavi's book remain. But we can find some 
information about these books from Pahlavi's writings and translated text of 
scientific Pahlavi's book to Arabic. The interesting point is that Iranian used the 
foreigner scientific thoughts in their books. At the fime of the first Shapoor 
Anushirevan, Iran had the cultural relafionship with other countries more than 
other fime. Dinkert pointed that Shapoor called the branches of Avesta medical, 
astronomy, time and place, nature and existence that scattered in India, Rome 
and other countries and compared them. Some composers of Islamic period 
attributed the translafion of Greek and Indian books to the fime of Ashkanids or 
Ardeshir or Shapoor Sassani such as ibne Nadim and Ta'alebi. One can conclude 
that at the fime of first Shapoor of Sassanid, Iranian became familiar with Greek 
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and Indian science because the king looked at all religious and scientific beliefs 
freely and open- mindedly. In the time of Anushirevan many books translated 
such as Al- Mojsati of Ptolemy, land cruising, books on the field of eloquence, 
logic and astrology, that houses, Zaicheh and Indian Kooshahave been 
translated. In Pahlavi's books the name of medical plant were mentioned, such 
as Blator, Bish, Halilieh. ibne Nadim commemorated Indian Sirk book that 
translated from Hindi to Pahlavi about medicine and then after Imam Abdilah 
Ibne AH -Aldandani translated it into Arabic. 
In the Mani's time Minavi's propagandist used allegory to advertise their 
opinion. And tried to advertise their Manavi's opinion behind it. By this way the 
orient's stories proceeded to different parts of India, China and Iran. In fact they 
tried to publicize their religion between their main area- Zoroastrian, Christian, 
and Buddhist. After defeated of Sassanid, this new religion tried to strengthened 
his position. But it's not easy to give opinion about this group and their 
influence in the other cities. One of the periods that diplomatic relation between 
Iran and India took new shape was the predominance of Mughals. So we should 
evaluate this group more. 
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The root and origin of Mughals' tribe: 
In the late of 6" century A.H., eastern Asia and the beaches of pacific ocean-
China and Korea-distributed between two royal dynasty. One of them was the 
dynasty of kine kings, the chiefs of Mancho's chrysalis that dominated to north 
China and the other dynasty was Sung that was Chinese originally and governed 
to south china. Their capital was Hung-cheo. Possession of these two dynasties 
were limited to Mughals and Turkish tribes. They lived in all parts of central and 
northern Asia. The Mughals' tribe created from many groups: the important of 
ihcni were: Tatars, Qiats, Uirats, Krait, Taymen, Ighoor, Qrakhtaii, etc. They 
organized a state between Kharazm Shahian country and residences of eastern 
Mughals simultaneously by predominance of Genghis Khan Turkan Qarakhtaii. 
All tribes of Mughals and Turkish except those who accepted Kine Dynasty, 
lived in cast and accepted Khaiit King's order and those who lived in west 
accepted the order's of Qoor Khan Qarakhtaii, the power of settled affairs of 
Genghis his father caused the little tribe of Qiat went out from authority of 
Khotaii's kings and then destroyed the government of Kereis and Qarakhtaii and 
made a government by all tribe of Mughul and attacked to civilized countries in 
the west and east with their help. 
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Chapter 2 Initiation of Mughals 
The Study of the Status of Islamic territory at the beginning of Genghis 
Khan dynasty: 
The appearance of Genghis was coincident with Kharazm Shahian dynasty 
in Iran and the reign of Kharazm after the death of Aladin Takesh king receipted 
to his son Aladin Muhammad. Two brothers from Qoor that predominated to 
Marat, Qaznein, Balkh, Kabul, Sistan and Kerman and over-throned Qaznavis 
Danasty. They also prevailed the Qazes Tribe in the north east of old Khorasan 
and Kerman. The king Mohammad Kharazm Shahian, after fighting destroyed 
Qoor anny and the Qoorians apologized and the king granted them, but Qoors 
violated of an agreement two other times but they failed. In 606 AH, he 
conquered Mazandaran and Kerman. 
In the middle parts of 6'^  century AH a group of Turkish organized a new 
great government in Kashghar and Khotan provinces and called it Qatar 
Khataian. 
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They didn't have good relationship with adjacent country because they 
followed Confucius and Buddhist religion. This tribe in the Qatran's war 
dominated to all transoxiana. Qarakhtian called their kings QoorKhan . 
After Kharazm Shah spread his land to north and east of Kashqar and 
seaboard of send, he moved to east (Iraq) and he possessed these era. These 
countries were in the hand of Atabakian in Persia and Azerbaijan. Kharazm 
Shah wanted to become effective his order in Baqdad and also he possessed 
Qaznein and Shabodin Qoori's treasury in 611 AH. In that time he found many 
commands from Calpis that stimulated Shahabodin to enmity. Kharazm Shah 
gave many religious proclamation from earned men base upon that, Bani Abbass 
didn't rightful to be caliphs and they were to select the descendent of Imam 
Hossein (P. B. U. H.). So they deposed the caliph and chose one of the 
descendents of Imam Hossein from Tabriz. 
Other islamic countries were in the hand of Kordan Ayyubi rulers. They 
mostly intended holy war europian christian but a forsaid rulers didnot 
unoppose. In this time the islamic country exposed to threat and attack of 
foreigners from each site. But in none of these countries there were no powerful 
and prudent and wise king to protect the lands. And for this reason the 
Mughals's occupied these countries very easily. 
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Genghis Khan : 
The original name of Genghis was Temuchin. He was born in Mughuha in 
549AH. This father sikay bahador was the chief of tribe. His father died when he 
was 13 years old. A group of Mughals' accepted his order and overcome to his 
enemies with much trouble and famous to Genghis Khan and lands under his 
control was developed to Kharazm Shahian teritory. At the beginning of 7"^  
century all easier part of Iran teritory was confused after the death of Salaheddin 
Ayyubi the kingdom was destroyed. On one part the Salaheddin successors busy 
with hard battle and the other part they fighted to Saljouqian's Kings in Asia 
Minor. 
Althogh Alnasireddin could protect the Abasi's power, but his successors 
could't protect their dominion against the neight bouring countries. He heard the 
news of Genghis triumph in Tibbet and Iqoor and he heard that Mughals' Khan 
has cnquered Beijing capital of northern China in 612AH. To discover the fact 
of this news and to inform of degree of Mughals' militry ability, King mohmmad 
sent a committee to China. Genghis Khan accepted Kharazm Shah's 
representatives with respect and said to King Mohammad: Genghis knows 
himself as a king of east and also Kharazm Shah as a king of west and he wants 
peace and commercial relations. Meanwhile, in addition to all accidents one 
event occured and caused the war between Mughals' King and Kharazm Shah. 
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The governor of Otrar Castle ordered to capture traders who had been sent by 
Genghis Khan to Karazm Shah dominion and there were some people of 
kharazm among them.he wanted Karazm Shah to kill those prisoners after 
investigatin and confiscate their properties. Mohammad Karazm Shah agreed 
his malignancy governor immediately and just one of traders could ran away and 
they told Mughul Khan all the event. 
There is no doubt that those events made Genghis Khan to campign, he was 
under moral pressures. It is clear that in addition to the will of Mughals' Khan 
to conquest, there was many sense of expanding. 
Genghis Khan started the war. He sent an army to south with leadership of 
Tushi and another army to otrar with leadership of Oktay and Joktay and he 
himself went ot Bokhara through Kashqar and Bolasqun which had been 
conquered by Mughals. His army had 150000 to 200000 and they conqured 
Bokhara after short time and they massacred people and then they conqured 
samarqand. Kharaz Shah that didn't have enough time to build bulwark around 
city was captured in lO"^  of Moharam (Ashoura) in 617 AH. 
Mughals were beholden to various factors for this trimph that main part of 
them were internal factors, because in Karazm Shah wide dominion which was 
new, there was no faithfulness to government in addition to Karazm Shah put 
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people under pressure with various taxes. Legions were weaker than they could 
stand against this attack so Karazm Shah ran away from Mughals immediately. 
Mughals' army continued their attacks after they conqured wide east ereas. 
Mughul princes arrived Neishabore throgh Balkh and Tous after Karazm Shah 
left it. Defenders of city resisted and final fight began in 12"' safar in 617 AH. 
Mughals had gathered a large army and they conqured Neishabore after 3 days. 
Hamaan where Kharaz Shah was located, gave up after leaving the islands of the 
Caspean Sea and died there. Mughals went to the west, they attacked Jobbe in 
Mazandaran and they massacred people and plundered it. They attacked to 
Persian Iraq the following spring. 
Mughals' campigned to Azerbayjan in winter, they arrived Gandze and they 
went to Georgia so Iran was conqured by Mughals and Gengis's descendents 
governed different areas long time. Genghis Khan died in 624 AH and his son 
Oktay took the throne of kingom. 
Meanwhile, situation of Iran was very chaotic. Oktay gave Khorasan and 
other areas conqured by Mughals to Jin Temur who was from Qarakhtaian. he 
gave the mangement of afairs of every state to one governor and each city to 
one prince in order to keep peace. He also died in Jamadi-o Sani 639AH. 
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Giyuk Khan 
Oktay Gha selected his third and the youngest son, Kuchoo, as his successor, 
but he died before his father. His wife, Torakina Khatun, ruled the territory until 
his youngest son, Khiramoon, grew up. Torakina did his best for the kingdom of 
his son, and then she cooperated with a woman, Fatemeh from Mashhad, and 
deposed Mohammad Balvaj who was a learned man from Khatay. Ghorittay the 
selection of Gioy as established near one of the western lacks in 144 and at last 
Giiyiik Khan was selected and he divided the remained treasury among the 
presence people. 
At first, he tried to calm down Joghatay and then returned the some deposed 
officers who were deposed by Torakina. Torakina died soon, so they can 
suffocate Fatemeh because they believed that she was a witch. Giyuk was not 
Christian, but he treated well to them. He paned away in 645 after his death his 
wife, Aghol Ghaymish, was selected instead of him. Ghoriltaei was established 
until that summer in 9"^  Rabiossani 649 and Manko as selected as a ruler of 
Gha'ani. After his selection, he commanded his brother, Ghoblay Khan, with 
10000 solders, to China and another brother Hulagu to the west. Gha'an 
commanded to prepare all Mughul armies to rush. Hulagu went to west and 
possessed all the west parts of Baghdad. Some new events happened and made 
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important changes in army and country, Monko Gha was killed in one of the 
surrounding in China in 157. 
Ghoblay Khan tried to reach the throne and stopped his brother, Origh Boka, 
so he stopped his rush and selected the learned Mughul as Khaghaani. Hulagu 
was selected in Hulagu and he had good relationships with Ghoblay Khan. So he 
was satisfied. 
At this time, the army which was in Syria had been changed Hulagu selected 
Kidbogha instead if himself as the leader and then he sent a paper for the leader 
of Mamlook and tried to make him to give up his rank and land. 
The king of Mamlook was influenced by Deghooz and killed Mughul 
messengers, so Kidbogha and his army moved to Palestine and faced to 
Mamlook's army in Jaloot. Mughals lost the battle and most of them were killed 
and Kidbogha was arrested and cut his head. Mughals lost their lands as soon as 
they occupied them and protected themselves in northern Mesopotamia. 
At last, the military of Ilkhante developed and the formal realm was formed 
and ruled the big part of Iran and other countries. 
IlKhanate had defensive manner in North parts, but they develop their realm 
in western- south. Their goal not only was the possess of south and Syria but 
also they wanted to possess the Greece. IlKhanate wanted to rule Nile's villages 
or ignored their goal to reach to the Syria's coasts. They waged war off the 
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danger from Transoxiana in Ghopchagh, but when they came out from Iranian 
realm and rushed to western- south land and they lost the battle. 
These truths and repeated strikes are the main facts of Mughul dynasty in 
Iran. Three outside enemies of IlKhanate never joined together, though. 
Mughals during the time of Hulagu rushed to Homs and the inhabitants 
didn't rush to them. Although, after the death of Monko, Ghoblay Khan was 
selected as Ghaani, his brother, Origh, who wanted to be his successor, didn't 
accept it. But Ghoylay had more followers. So he won the competence. This 
battle showed the superior power of China's culture rather than nomadic life 
which was used by Booka, then it influenced in the Eastern- Asia. Khan 
Ghapchagh the tittle that he was selected for himself and IlKhanate were not 
impartial. Hulagu had good relationship with Ghoblay Khan. So he motivated 
Chaan's interest to Ilkhante's realm, then Berkeh Khan advocated Origh Boka, 
because he liked nomadic life too. Hulagu and Ghoblay Khan were the 
governors of old cultural countries and those cultures influenced on them and 
changed their ways in life. At last, Ghopchagh Khan and IlKhanate had hard 
fight; Hulagu rushed to Ghafghaz and possessed it as a part of Ilkhante's realm. 
Those battles took long time and heavy taxes for compensating the expanses of 
those battles were paid by people. 
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Hulagu decided to govern his lands better. So in 666 he ruled and 
established majesty. That majesty admitted his laws, he selected Shamsodddin 
Mohammad Joveini, he was Ata'olmolk Joveini's brother, the famous writer, as 
his minister. Hulagu suffered from epileks and at last he died in 19 Rabi'ossani 
on Sunday. His successor was Ghazan who was the head of Ilkhante. 
Hulagu Khan's Disciples 
After Hulagu's death, his youngest son came to his camp and wanted to be 
his successor. But the learned men selected his oldest son, Abagha, who was 
engaged as his successor in his time. Abagha had 35 years old and continued the 
way of his father. The government was divided to three parts: military, civil, 
financial. Some parts have more freedom such as Armenia, Herat and Gorjestan. 
Because their minister was Shamsoddin Joveini who was a member of high rank 
family. 
Abagha, after consultation, selected Tabriz as the capital of his government. 
But as Hulagu, he spent his main part of his occasions in freedom and he passed 
his summer in Allatagh and Siahkooh and his winter in Aran , Baghdad , Jegato 
and other parts. He continued the manner of tribal life. In Abagh Khan's reign 
period; administration the affairs of country came to Iranian Muslems gradually. 
Shamsoddin Muhammad Joveini prospered from Majidolmolk's help, that 
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granted great noble titles to him and he supervised in pecuniary affairs. At this 
time, Khaje Nasireddin Toosi wrote the thesis in natural science field and 
commented of Euclid an Plato and Aristotle and great poet, sa'di who lived in 
Shiraz in fame heyday. Poets was favor in everywhere of Iran; but didn't leave 
architecture efforts and other artistic effort. Only witness that exist of Abagha 
Khan's constructional building is in Takhte Soleiman. 
Aghaba selected his son, Arghoon, for his replacement. But Mughals' 
custom and council of king choose reign of Tekodar; Abagha's brother. For this 
reason selection did baptism and choose Nicola for himself and Christian's 
religion but now chose Ahmad for his name and followed from Islam religion 
knowingly and for establishment of friendly relation, he spent messengers to 
court of Egypt king, that this work caused his decadence and decline. Because it 
was long time that Mughals' were accustomed to interpreted Muslims of Egypt 
and Syria as perilous enemy. 
As soon as many attempt was arranged against him and Arghoon killed him 
in 682 AH. In this period administration the affairs of country was in hands of 
professional official employees. They protected their power and position till 
didn't provoke suspicion their master. Therefore §ome great and important 
positions gave to Iranian persons. And some projecting and ingenious family 
dedicated their self to services. Jovian's family is the best sample of these 
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families. The most projecting person in this family was Shamsoddin Mohammad 
that for ten years was Hulagu's minister and in this position, he did service in 
Abagha Khan's time. Finally he killed by the Arghoon's order in 682 A.H. 
Arghoon dead in 690 A.H. Arghoon's brother, Gikhato, with usual ceremonies 
became a king. And after 4 years he dead. The other hands, one of Gikhato's 
families, Baido, disagreed with him. And Gikhato's commanders leaned to him. 
The strangled Gikhato and inhumed in Gharebagh. 
Baido's reign period didn't exceed from some mouth. He proscribed to 
propagandize Islam religion and for this he exposed to disfavor of Muslems. It 
wasn't long that he confronted of Ghazan forces. (Ghazan was Arghoon son). 
Many years ago Ghazan was governor of Khorasan. He became Muslim and for 
this Baido's ministers and commanders abandoned him and after eight month 
they captured and killed him (694 A.H). Then Ghazan became a king. 
This was Mughals' multiple murder. It showed that the central government 
wasn't proficient to wide areas and central power faint little by little. Ghazan 
was most strong toward his predecessors, but Oljayto wasn't powerful. However, 
he followed nonviolence (good intention). Oljayto's son, Abu Sa'ied, was a child 
when he became a king. Therefore, after thirty-one years from Ghazan's death 
the country went into chaos and there was no way for the dynasty to reach to the 
end. Consequently, Ghazan's reign diminished after the IlKhanate's fall from 
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the realm. Ghazan became ill in a winter camp in Mesopotamia and assigned his 
brother, Kharbande, as his successor and then in 30 years old in 703 AH, he 
died. 
After him, Oljayto became a king. At this time, Sa'adeddin and Rashideddin, 
Oljayto's two ministers, managed the civil affairs. And this condition continued 
for eight years. Finally, between the two ministers there was a dispute as to 
which be appointed by Tajeddin Allishah to post of ministry and vice-ruler. This 
caused Rashideddin not to get present in the court for some time. Oljayto 
enquired his absence and when he became aware of that, he reinterrogated 
Sa'adeddin in Tuesday of lO'^  of Shavval 711 A.H. and ordered to his execution 
for his abduction attributed to him. Thence, Rashideddin had to prorate 
administration the affairs between himself and Tajeddin. Before death Oljayto 
had the Easter territory under his control. He migrated mostly between 
Mazandaran and Toos or Marv or Sarakhs in winters and summers respectedlly. 
Then in due time, he victoriously entered Ojan and took the throne himself. 
Oljayto became a Sultan and went to Maragheh and tried to give a visit to 
observatory. He then appointed Nasireddin's son, Asleeddin, as the head of the 
observatory and this way he tried to reinforce his family.' 
Hushang Sobooti: The Historical Study of Sultaniah, pp 10-34 
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Chapter 3 Indian Gurkanids and Temiirids 
Indian Gurkanids and Temiirids 
In Persian and Arabic, Mughals were called Gurkanids and Temiirids as 
Baber's ancestor he was the founder of the dynasty was Genghis. On his 
other sides, patriotically Baber's ancestiy goes back to Temiir who was the great 
conqueror of Asian which was held in late 14* and early 15* A.H century. 
Gurkanids resisted against Indianization of the dynasty. Linguistically and 
aesthetically up to 16 hundred. Because of such a back ground. In those days 
Turkish was spoken and the whole pictures remained revealed Tataries 
properties. But gradually due to royal marriages with Rajpoot princess 
Gurkanids put influenced by the Indian culture. They turn the Turkish language 
into Farsi. 
Baber's effective progress as a king and military person Indicated of 
Mughals' anxiousness for conquest. Therefore about Baber this characteristic 
harmonized humanitarian accident toward a life. He began his diplomatic 
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lifetime as a governor in small area of the Temiirids territory in main Asia 
(farghaneh). But his effort was defeated for authority in Samarghand. Baber like 
his great progenitor, Temiir, attacked into Delhi in 801 A.H( 1398 A.D). and 
focused on south India, fie occupied the Kabul and in the battle of Panipot 
Lody, he defeated of Delhi's king. (932 A.H- 1526 A.D). Then he possessed of 
northern India. He wasn't pleased of this victory and complained of India's hot 
weather, dust, according of thought, art and architect. He dead after four years of 
kingdom and his body were interred in Kabul because he didn't like India. 
Homayoon was Baber's son and he was second governor of Gurkanids. He 
missed part of India that were over came. His rival was Afghani's governor, 
under the title of. Shir Shah. Homayoon was compelled that resorted to the first 
Shah Tahmasp's court Safavid king. He conquered the parts of north India with 
helping of Shah Tahmasp in 963 A.H- 15.55 A.D. He dropped of ladder and 
dead.( 964 A.H- 1556 A.D). When he ran away to Iran, Shir Shah founded the 
basis for an organized and an administrative government which was useful for 
Gurkanids' Dynasty. 
Homayoon's son, Akbar, became a king when he was 14 years old and 
reigned to 1605 A.D. He was important governor of Gurkanids dynasty. Akbar 
based on his capability and his friends' help, Abolfazl AUami, spread his reign. 
He made under the states of Malva, Rajpoot, Gajrat, Bangal, Keshmir, etc. and 
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taking Kabul and Gandehar possessed, he made northern frontiers safe. But 
Gandehar remained as cause of dispute between Gurkanids and Safavid 
governments. 
Akbar became modern with the help of military forces and also could create 
a financial and commercial system and useful disciplinary system by supporting 
of great governors including Turkish, Afghans, h'anians and Indians. In this 
period aristocracy had not patrimonial aspect, but it was available through 
acquisition military degrees. Even succession didn't assign according to 
seniority right. All lands in the hand of aristocrats Accrued to monarchy 
organization. For this rule the defender of non-royal state. 
Akbar tried to make agreement between Muslims and Indians especially 
between intelligentsia and religious groups. He ordered to translate many 
Sanskrit literary compilations to Farsi. By this order he created a religious 
reflection relying on ratiocination. He had deep attention to all religion and 
intends Christian missionaries to court. 
Akbar socialized with Safavids, Uzbeks and Ottomans in diplomatic levels. 
Even, he decided to send a messenger to the Pope and the king of Spain, Philip 
the second. 
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Union and continuity in country in Akbar's time caused the extension of 
Gurkanids' kingdom during the Jahangir-Akbar's son- and Shah Jahan-Akbar's 
grand children. After the death of Akbar, Jahangir attained kingdom. 
Jahangir (kingdom 1014 A.H.) continued Akbar's way. In the last years of 
his reign, the actual power was in the hands of his Iranian wife (Noorjahan) and 
her relatives. 
Noor Jahan's father -Ghiath Beig- her brother -Abdul Hassan Asef Khan -
were the ministers and attorneys of Emperor's system. 
Asef Khan's daughter - Arjmand Banoo Beigom- married to Jahangir's son. 
He builds a tomb for his wife and named it Momtaz Mahal. 
The date of the building, philosophy and methods of constructing Tajmahal 
showed the combination of two Iranian and Indian thoughts. 
Jahangir's son became a king in the name of Shah Jahan. Shah Jahan could 
protect his reign just for Asef Khan's intrigue and cruelty. Other claimers 
deleted at the first level by killing and murder. 
In fact the Gurkanids' specifications, values and moral standards declined 
than the beginning of establishment of their government. The most important 
sacrifice of Shah Jahan's reign was his older brother Khosrow. 
This act justified as the best action for solving the problem of succession and 
protecting the country by Kanbo-historian of Shah Jahan. 
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The king of Gurkanids experienced truly the greatest prosperity and 
constancy period in Shah Jahan's government. But he couldn't extend his power 
and influence to northern parts of Balkh and Badakhshan. In last period of Shah 
Jahan's reign, some signs of decline were appeared. 
After king's illness, his son -Orang zib - became a king and started to 
campaign against Darshkooh-Jahanshah's beloved and successor's son. Orang 
zib said this was the result of Darashkooh's blasphemy and apostasy. He also 
imprisoned his father in Agra castle. But his sister Jahan Ara didn't leave alone 
her father. After the death of her mother, she became the first lady in country. 
Gurkanids' kingdom became weak in the Aurangzeb's reign. 
Northern India was under the influence of foreigners. The English extended 
their rule from the west of Bengal to Delhi. The latest Gurkanids' king continued 
his external reign till 966A.H. 
From the time of Baber till Aurangzeb, the Gurkanids kingdom was 
extended during 6 generation. They mixed together political and military 
aptitudes with scientific, artistic and Gnostic competence. 
Gurkanids was foundation of cities (Akbar, Jahangir, Shah jahan ) , 
encourager to architecture (Shah Jahan), garden works (Jahangir) game of polo 
(Akbar, Jahangir), skillful archer (Jahangir's wife ,Noor Jahan), the writer of 
biography (Baber ,Jahangir) literature and letter (Orang zib),poem (Baber), 
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calligrapher, collection of art works, supporter of painting and literature, 
astronomer (Homayoon), the cause of innovation in religious thoughts (Akbar), 
the authors of philosophical thesis and Gnostic works (Da'ashkooh, Jahan Ara). 
The brilliant ability of Gurkanids' governor introduced him as a independent 
king in the top of the concentrated and united country. Their methods of 
kingship were based on the Islamic dominion, prophets in Quran, ancient Ian, 
Iranians and Sufis. 
The Temur's children -Akbar, Jahangir, and Shah Jahan- declared 
themselves as God's representative in the earth and had the power of religious 
and diplomacy together. They claimed that their reign give the peace to all 
humans. Architect, art, poem, historian and court's living was n the service of 
kingdom's desires. The center of culture was the court and it's activity 
organized by rules in Shah Jahn's period. The place of court changed frequently 
in important cities like Agra, Lahoor and Delhi. But after Shah Jahn choose a 
new capital city; Delhi becomes the permanent capital city. However, they spent 
their summer in Keshmir. In general, Gurkanids became the absolute governors 
in India who supported architecture and other brands of art. 
Gurkanids' Architecture 
The architecture in South Asia is in debt to Gurkanids' support who tried to 
create rich foils in architecture. As of 12"' century, each Muslim and royal 
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family who succeeded to the throne in India created his own architectural style. 
This way they generated lots of religious and non-religious monuments which 
wci'c rare before Mughals. Gurkanid Shad to show themselves off and find a 
way to reveal their culture and religious thoughts as the enlightened minority 
group who had just initiated their dynasty. They were able to create architectural 
monuments to prove themselves knowing that this may be applied as a tool to 
gain fame in this regard. A magistrate, for instance, was to reveal his political 
thoughts in creating the best buildings and constructions. This way he was able 
to introduce himself. Therefore, the kings had to erect splendid buildings to gain 
fame and value and leave them as their memorials. Kandhari, Akbar Shah's 
historian, states that: "the reputation for the kings—gained through their 
properties and utensils they provided—were splendid and magnificent buildings. 
The criterion to evaluate people was the value of the buildings made in their 
ruling period." 
The logical conclusion made this way was to introduce the king as a 
dominating factor who initiated the architectural styles in Gurkanids' era. During 
this period—up to Aurangzeb if not later—it was transferred by heart in the 
stories that Gurkanids were the founder of the architecture and not the architects 
themselves. It was believed that the kings were the basis for the monuments and 
they were to evaluate the buildings. The historians in Jahangir's and Shah 
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Jahan's royal court declared the king's opinion as the main criterion to evaluate 
the buildings. Unlike Gurkanids painters who undersigned their pictures, the 
architects' names were scarcely mentioned. Although the supervisors were 
known to all, their roles in designing the buildings were unknown. Within the 
Islamic world, like other places, it was due to the founder that a building was 
erected. As the innovations revealed during each dynasty and ruler-ship were 
shown in the buildings belonging to the kings and the royal family, they were 
introduced as the main support of the architecture and this showed the great 
change the artistic style. Since each governor had its own features and 
atmosphere, indicating the king's name as the founder of the style—though this 
kind of typology is not concise. It is natural that the transition from a period to 
another was held gradually; the architecture was not an exception to this rule as 
it covered special subtleties, use, basic constructive materials. 
Since the expansion of the king's support was scattered all over the country 
by the royal nobles, they partly played an important role in revealing the 
Gurkanids' architectural view and establishment of the construction and 
architectural vocabulary. 
Gurkanids' Architecture made up a new, rich, and perfect style combining 
heterogeneous elements from Transoxiana, Temlirids, Indian, h'anian, and 
European styles. The pandemic features of Gurkanids' architecture have 
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separated it from other Islamic styles belonging to previous dynasties even in 
India. They have made it universal. Gurkanids architecture was basically 
flexible by nature and it changed its appearance due to geographical status, and 
building composition traditions. 
Since Gurkanids were the direct inheritors from Temiirids, the stable 
elements from the architecture—specially within the early time—was influenced 
by Temiirids style (it is known as Iranian style as well in fornier sources). The 
fact that is less known—if not unknown—is the main and basic features of 
Temiirids architecture. These include the conjunction of the plan and the 
building which was revealed in the view of the building as well. The complexity 
of the structures in roofs and the vaults of Gurkanids era applied Safavids style 
in designs, which had some elements from Temiirids 'in nature. 
Assessment the first period of Gurkanids architecture in Barber time is very 
difficult, because there are many differences among his architecture and 
Temiirids architecture. He was praised as the founder of same gardens , though. 
But there are only few mosques remaining from his short dynasty. Although the 
large atmosphere and the capacity of these buildings were tried to be according 
to the decline of royal dynasty, they could not reach their ideals. There has been 
seen a new model in the curve net of the Panipat mosque in transpoitation part, 
that was used as a plaster- modeling and artificial small curves in across of the 
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opening. In Gurkanids' architecture structure and pattern of intersectional curves 
in transportation part changed to Zigzag model in the roof. Real brick or stone 
model in the back of the plasters or stone cover was known as an original 
structure. This way, for example, was more reflexible than the solution using in 
the royalty of north Indian, in that transportation, main basis line of curve was 
influenced by the area which included the intersectional curves and multi- sides 
slimes. This pattern was in the main curve in top of the Attar in Yanipad 
mosque, large royal buildings during the dynasty of Akbar, and common 
building in the other times. Another example of the combination of Indians and 
Iranians pattern is Ghoor garden which is according to Islam philosophy. Some 
of the names of those gardens are samples of those combinations. One of this 
garden is Baber, part of Lotus garden which was established in 29- 35 has 
remained yet. 
The simple patterns of building are in the opposite of description of the 
Barber, only some parts of his Chahar Bagh in Hasht Behesht were remained. 
That garden is known as Temiiri- Italian pattern in India, and it is surrounded by 
streets and divided by rivers. The garden was divided to four parts and Orga is 
surrounded by gardens. According to Barber's friend, Zian Khan, his remaining 
fellow his building and built similar garden to Iranian patterns. The other 
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Temiirids' style like four royal warm baths for the happiness of Khorasan and 
Samarghand came to India and were built in the different cities of India. 
Baber passed away in 1530, but his body was not buried in India, it showed 
that Gurkanids didn't accept their new lands as their own home. The body of 
Barber brought to Kabul and buried in the simple Shrine in a garden in the city. 
After his death, until the middle of 16 century, he overcame terogenous 
patterns in two different periods of Homayoon dynasty. The Temiiri's pattern 
influenced less on the pattern of buildings such as mosque in Kachpoura and 
Ogra. 
Two unknown shrines in Delhi include some characteristics of Temiiri's 
architecture that shows it's usual and historical period. These shrines have been 
shown by the names of (Green Tower), Borje Sabz that represents the latest 
model of Octagon curves in the period of Temiiri in north India. The similar 
characteristics of those buildings have more beautiful proportion than another 
one. It is high, conical curves on the height cylindrical on the shorter inside 
curves and in those four central curves, the outside facing was decorated with 
tiles and colored plaster. This pattern fellow the shapes of the latest period of 
Temtiri in Sharifiyan in Ghazneh (1500), in Aboo Nasr-eparsi's mosque in 
Balkh. 
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The architecture's elements in Temiiri were combined facing with traditional 
characteristics. That stone decoration derived from the early period of Delhi 
dynasty. But during the Gurkanids' architecture, in Akbar dynasty, reached to its 
special characteristics. Not only Akbar was skillful in the combination of 
thoughts and politics. But also he had intelligence in improving the arts. Army 
overcomes influenced on the architecture because in all of the time, the artists 
were observed by Gurkanids' court. The architecture activities of Akbar was 
more that the activities of Taghlagh Khan who showed interest in building. The 
architecture in Akbar dynasty was derived from the styles of Temiirids' 
architecture, Transoxiana, developed it in other parts. The contrary style 
included the different elements by suitable materials in building such as red sand 
that is used in the homogenous facing and make the similar and attractive 
emperor's stents. Some buildings have been found better in the presence of 
different architecture style. The arches were used in traditional architecture such 
as shrines, private places, entrance, bathes, inn and small mosques. The 
Homayoon's shrine is the combination of developed ideas in architecture local 
traditions as a complete from of greatness in Gurkanids' architecture. This 
fabulous shrine is a royal one which is known as a form of Gurkanids' 
architecture. 
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The architecture reached its highest position in royal pattern. That building 
is one of those building that its builder is known, they are Seyyed Mohammad 
and his father, and Mirak Seyyed Ghias. According to Simon Digby in 16"' 
century, both of those builders worked for Hossein Barighra in the last capital of 
Temurids, and Baber in India, and during the exile of Homayoon, they worked 
for Ozbak in Bokhara, it is completely clear. The influence of Transoxiana has 
been seen and kept in the building of rich and religious people. Building like 
gardens, small places, shrines, baths, mosques, castles, and big mosques are the 
main samples of the combination of Akbar's period and other which were 
opened to the public. 
While in Akbar's period, the mosques had various architecture styles in 
shrines and buildings, the local traditions were continued and decorated by 
Temurids' ideas in the same time. Khairol-Manzel in Delhi, was the first 
building built by his nurse in front of Poorana castle. That building included five 
entrances similar to Shir Shah Mosque in Delhi with a surrounded yard with two 
floors. The pattern of the mosque had one side with three entrances in royal 
architecture in Delhi by Gurkanids, it was known as a local mosque with a yard 
or shrine mosque among others. 
Akbar built a mosque in Temurids a pattern, building is in the entrance of 
Sheikh Mo'ienoddin Chishti in Ajmar. According to the documents, that 
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building was built in response to the order of king for religious journey in 
Shaban in June 1570. Mosque has a court- yard that is surrounded by curves 
with the depth of entrance and deeper Shabestan is placed in the middle of curve 
in front of each that was built in the period of Taghlogh Khan in Delhi. This 
pattern has been seen in Temtirids' pattern too. 
An engineering masterpiece is Monem Khan Bridge in Hanpour. During the 
early of 1570, public buildings such as wells, sources and inns in main roads had 
important positions. That plan was based on structure building of Shir Shah. 
There were many minarets or small bar in the road of Agra to Ajmar stations for 
royal using. They were used not only in measuring the distance, but also there 
were the historical monuments of Emperor's hunting which were covered by the 
hunted horn of the king. They had smaller shape of Akbar hunting's towers 
which were imitated from the Iranian samples with historical traditions like 
Heyran minaret in Fateh pour Sikri Charmenar in Delhi ouNimsaraye minaret in 
Malova in eastern Bangal. 
Fateh Poosikeri had the best baths in their time; they were the remaining 
baths, and Islamic architecture in that part. Writer of Shah Jahan wrote that a 
Mughul bath included three workers parts, cloak room, refrigerating- room, and 
hot room, all baths contained toilets. There were not any special patterns or way 
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in the private sections. All simple, one part or complex large parts of those baths 
related to each other. 
Abdolrahim Khan was one of the main sponsor of those architecture. If the 
praise of his followers would true, he charged India to Iran, he made many 
important buildings in Baraharpoor. In 1601, in the center of western India, after 
his victory, changed to the center of Gurkanids, there were some subterranean in 
India that included the structure of Indian underground's channel. Those 
channels transported water to Satpour and the garden of Khan. These gardens 
have changed to attractive places in Berhanpour, they have artistic places and 
planting with an artificial lotus lake in the middle. Khan opened them to public, 
his unique movement was the sense of city life in that time. He had some other 
movements in his ling dynasty such as a house, a public bath in Berhanpour near 
the castle. The fragile designed curve of that bath is very attractive. This bath 
includes incomplete pattern of Baghdad!, the destruction of it is the way that we 
can't understand the reality that the present pattern is selected consciously or 
unconsciously. Its pattern is based on the nine parts including some 
intersectional lines; its pattern is similar to the design of Anakali shrine in 
Lahoor. This design complex instead of having Chelipa shapes, it connected to 
some lobbies with the inside curves in the same ways. Their designs were 
similar to Akbari's bath, but their differences are in geometrical organization. 
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The various quality of designs have original sources of Jahangiri's curves. The 
engineering supervisor in this valuable building was Mohammad Ali; he was 
called "Gorji Khorasan". 
Some European plant patterns were used in buildings, later those designs 
were charged to main element in the time of Shah Jahan's architecture. The use 
of plant designs was a return to decorated parts which had exaggerated aspects 
in the previous era and they had some similarities with the Islamic rules, it was 
important in Shah Jahan's idea. The flowered designs in drawings in mason with 
embossed patterns in marble or plaster were administrated, this words show the 
way of mosaic on stones that is the combination of inlaying on the stone. The 
most professional source returned to the time of Shah Jahan that was called the 
industrial era in India by the Iranian writer of Shah Jahan, who was called, 
Ghazvini. This way it was compared to the inlaying in the wood and developed 
gradually. Gurkanids artists reached to the highest point of this art, because they 
worked on stone before. The influence of painting in the way of mosaic on the 
stone was tangible; it was used in Suddorific with stone and natural carvings. 
Jahangir's shrine is good example of working in stone. There are some drawings 
in the shape of flowers were drawn a marble. 
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Aurangzeb (1658-1707 AD/ 1068-1118 AH) and the end of Gurkanids 
Archtecture 
Architecture in his time was very important. Because his activities 
influenced in his later successor Aurangzeb. The activities of Aurangzeb and his 
successors have less important in comparison to the movements of his father 
Jahan Shah. Aurangzeb started to build buildings; he was religious person, so he 
paid attention to public and religious places. One of the Gurkanids' kings made 
large building. Aurangzeb and his successors only added some parts to the 
places and castles of Shah Jahan, for example, in 1259-1069 Aurangzeb built a 
defensive wall around Agra castle which was called Shr Haji. That wall has a 
security importance of his depose. Alamgiri gate in Lahoori castle was another 
one. 
One important point in Aurangzeb activities is a garden in the south west of 
Fateh Abad in Orga. He said that he built that garden after his victory in a battle 
with his brother in 1759. Garden is surrounded by the wall that has towers as 
shades on it's. In the north central part of the wall is an entrance that is a 
rectangle building with red brick and stone. This building has Shabestan and 
Semi- opened atmosphere between toe parts, each parts consist of there rooms. 
Architecture's India in Kooshak is the result of Shah Jahan's attempts; another 
similar building is in red castle in Delhi. 
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Artists, Art, and Other Gurkanids' Handicrafts and Binding Book 
Portrait and miniature: there is not much information about portrait and miniature 
and generally about some of artistic activities at the beginning of Islam, especially 
about Omavian and what which remained from them. Most impressions which are 
related to Iran and Iraq and the beginning of Abbassian period, like those which 
Musil 1898 AC (1316) found in Omereh castle and consists of a bathroom which 
was built by first Valid caliph of Omavi at about 712 AC(94), and at its castle 
complex we can see shapes of animals and planets in Greek style, but from 
Abbasian period, in the remaining portraits in Samerah castle in ninth century we 
can see impressions of Iranian portraits, because as Abbassian take the government 
from Omavian with help of Iranian, they also need Iranian arts and artists. In these 
portraits we can see various shots of life, also artistic groups, dancers and etc. these 
portraits have some influence from Sasani period. But we haven't find anything of 
portrait and art of the beginning of Islam in Iran, until then at the years 36 -- 39 
AC, group of Metropolitan museum find some sample in east of Iran and in 
Neishbor, especially portraits which are categorized in famous group of single 
color and multi colors. Subjects of these impressions are life, hunting, human and 
devil, and we can see the effect of Greeks art in these portraits. Portraits on shard 
related to ninth century were found in hill in Neishbor called school which have 
similarities to Samerah portraits and Abbasssian period in Iraq (figure No.), which 
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from two vases and arcs complete a visage (figure No.). Presence of Christian 
especially Manavian v/hich in their religion there is no restriction for portraits, 
rather one of their books called (Arjang) is derived from painting, can have its 
special effect on Iranian painters view. Especially when these thoughts accepted in 
a formal shape between Ighory Turks and distribution of Manay religion takes 
place. And their presence is absolute until the government of Mamon in Iraq (813 -
833 AC), and their fields in portraits can be found at thirteenth fourteenth and 
centuries in Iran in Moghols portraits. 
Iraq portrait: until thirteenth century (1258 AC - 656-7) which Baghdad failed by 
Moghols, the religion which was promoted in this region shows the special style in 
this period of Iraq, artists and literary by creating new impressions and translating 
form other nations languages, concerning the support of the court, translating from 
pharmacy books and medicine, animals and planets and their medicinal properties, 
also scholar text like the Legend of Bidpa, and specially the famous book of 
Maghamat Hariry which explain the life and activities of Alhares ( son of Hmam) 
and Abozied ( Alsrogy), and was written and pictured at 619. Another version of 
this completed by Yaha son of Mahmod Alvasety at 634 (1237 AC) and now 
restraint in national library of Paris. And with combination of Iranian and eastern 
Christian (Bizanteh) portrait play a rule in composifion of Islamic painting. Kelileh 
va Demneh also, after that translated by Abdollah son of Moghfeh son of Araby, 
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ornamented which one of its version now restraint in national Ubrary of Paris. 
Sagoghys Atabaks have also some activities in north of Iraq, among them 
Noreding Mohammad, which at 1181 AC the king of Diarbakr ordered to create a 
book of his invention which was completed at 1206. 
A complex of earthen pieces related to Rey and Kashan remains which illustrates 
the principles ruling the painting in Salgoghian period, and comparing with Iraq 
portraits have less relation with nature. The dominant colors of them are pink, olive 
green, blue, violet and brown and black which skillfully placed on a white and 
blue. 
Moghol portraits in Iran: by defiance of Baghdad at 1258, Baghdad bodily 
became the center of Ilkhnan government. They have special respect for Chinese 
and Moghol art, and court artists regarded this point, at this period activities like 
writing and painting became popular in Baghdad. And some artists from Iran, 
Harat, Soltanieh and etc. attracts to the court. Result of this period are books like, 
Mnafeh Alheivan from well known writer named Bakhshoh, which a sample of it 
restraint in Morgan library in Newyork. This book has written in Maragheh and 
consists of 94 pictures. And concerning the number of Tableau and disparity on its 
painting, it could be work of several painters (figure No) which illustrate an eagle. 
But major books of this period relates to Rabeh Rashidy (Rashidy artistic 
workshop), which the first copy of it presented by Rashidedin author and historian 
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ofjameh oltavarikh, which toward with the government of Aljatio (1306 AC), to 
Moghols Khan and finished. We can find samples of these activities in vary library 
in world and other personal collections. In one of them a picture of burial of 
Esfandiar is pictured very skillfully (figure No) which is unique in its kind. We 
have found several version of Shahnameh from this period.-Among them there is a 
copy which restraint in Lingrad and pertinent to 1333 AC. Another copy pertinent 
to 1340-1 AC exists in Nermy complex in Paris, which were written with order or 
request of Ghavam Aldin Hesam minister of Far state in city of Shiraz. Some of 
the faces in these books are portrait in Moghol style. Which illustrates Zahak and 
some of his relevant (figure No). Demon Shahnameh is another one of this period, 
which Iranian and Chinese painting beside each other create a composition, 
especially in war scenes which has the spirit of Ikhory tribes and other scenes have 
Iranian sprit. Book of Mones Alahrar is another one in this period which is 
complex of Persian poems. And has written in the years of 1341 AC (741), and 
have varieties of picture of human, animal and plants. 
Portrait of Teymoury age in Iran: Teymour as vicar of Ilkhanan first takes Tabriz at 
1386 AC (788) and then takes city of Baghdad at 1401 AC (804). And gather many 
of artists in city of Samarghand the capital of his government. Furthermore cities 
of Shiraz were active at this period. Among them a Shahnameh which has written 
in Shiraz at 1370-1 AC 772 and now restraint in Estanbol. So that some belief that 
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TeymoLirian arts were at Shiraz. Also the famous book of Khajavy Kermany which 
was buiU at 1280 - 1350 AC in this city by artists and now restraint in England 
museum, and was painted by a person named Joneid Naghash Ahsoltany, which 
was at service of Soltan Ahmad (1382 - 1410 AC) in Baghdad and also at service 
of King Jalayery Moghol. These arts were pursuit at period of Shahrokh Mirza son 
of Teymour, Shahrokh which has famous library employed lots of artists, which 
the most famous between them was Khalil Naghsh. 
Bayestfer Mirza dead at 1433 AC was also fellowship of his family and even 
establishes a school especial for booker and copying. Which Jafar Bayesenghary, 
was its manager which was a famous calligrapher. And in this complex painters 
like Amir Shahy Sabzevary and Ghiasedin worked. In this period in ACdition with 
work on Ferdossy Shahnameh, they concern on other subjects like romantic story. 
Among them Saady Shirazy book and Khamseh Nezamy consists of Makhzan 
Alasrar, Khosroh and Shirin, Liely and Majnon, Haft Peikar and Eskandar Nameh, 
which to illustrating these books Harat style chooses humans figures smaller then 
their real size. Portrait space is completely Iranian and mountains are illustrated 
like sponge, have more color variety comparing with primary painting in Moghol 
perid. Base on records of Moris Smon Dimand, creation of independent Iranian 
style which eventually foreign dominant weekend in it, was indebted painting of 
Harat style. 
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Also in place of King Ebrahim son of Shahrokh in shirz some complex were built, 
which is sustained in Golbangian complex and also one copy sustained in England. 
These complexes have been written between 1410-1420 AC (813 - 823), but 
Professor Kuhnel believes that this complex is less then Harat miniatures. Of 
Shahroky versions Nezhmy Khamshe which sustained in Loee Kartie collection 
and also version of Golestan Saady which created by Jafar Bayeskghry at 1426, 
have punch of library of Bayensfer Mirza, and also a version of Shahnameh 
Teymoury which is known as Bayeskghary Shahnameh and is one of the 
masterworks of miniature portraits of Teymoury, and sustained in Tehran Golestan 
museum. Delicacy in details and shiny painting are some of the characteristic of 
this period. 
Completion of Teymoury period is clear in the version which completed at 1447 -
8 AC (851 -2) and sustained in Metropolitan museum. This miniature illustrates 
Khosroh which looks at Shirin while she is swimming ( figure No), other 
impression of this period ore miniatures of Nazamy Khamseh, which has written at 
(1449 - 50) and we can see an example of it in figure No, which includes Farhad 
and Shirin and Eyshen, its style is near to Shiraz style in portraits. But the famous 
book of Abdolrahman Jamy poet in ninth century which sustained in Metropolitan 
1- Sinon Dymand Moris- guidance of Islamic industries- translator; Abdollali Faryad- third publication 
1383-p5 5 
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museum, and has written by famous calligrapher Abdolrahman Jamy at the Hfe 
time of the poet. And from clothe and tunic is similar with people of west of Iran. 
And method and style of Tymory is clear in it. 
Ologh beik Tymory, also from this period a book about astronomy science has 
been found which sustained in national museum of Paris. Ologh beik is son of 
Shahrokh Mirza government of Mavara Alnahr form 1409 - 1446, the one who 
build the famous observatory of Samarghand with aids of Iranian. There are about 
50 picture of constellations in this book, and is related to Ologh Biek and. his 
government period because of clothes and delicacy in pictures. King Hosien (1468 
- 1506) that Iranian portrait passed a golden period. He with help of his well 
known minister Mir Ali SHinavee, prepared the field to emerging of Kamal Edin 
Behzad. Kamleding born at 1440 AC and was one of his age unique artists. Khond 
mir who is one of the historians of this period describes him in this way:" Master 
Kamaledin Bezad is the symbol of indentation in painting and the symbol of scarce 
in art, his Maanish pen paint the world and his fingers miracles is the fish of 
dreams of all artists. 
1- Smon Dimond Moris - guidance of Islamic industries - translation: Aboilaii Faryad - cultural and 
scientific publication 1383 p58. 
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With diminishing of Tymorian government, which done by Shibanian at 1507 
(913), Behzad stayed in Hart and continue his work for one of King Soltan 
AhmAC Shiban Khan. And because King Smaieel Safavy captured Harat at 1514, 
Behzad and King Mahmod Neishbory refuge to Smayel in Ghazy, at the attack 
time, until everything settled down. And then he became the director of royal 
library. Most of Behzad impressions are at complex of Khamseh Nazamy (1442) 
and Bostan e Saady, v/hich finished at 1493 AC and first one sustained in England 
museum and the former in Egypt museum. His delicacy in seeing specially the 
nature and happy colors, and considering clothes and other symbols of life are 
some of his works characteristics. Of course little number of (six pieces) his works 
have found in Zafarnameh of history of Tymory. BehzAC caused that his style 
became the subject of notation and mime of so many artists and Harat style became 
famous. And continuance of his effort founded in impressions which can be seen in 
Tabriz after removing of artistic center of Iran from Khorasan to Tabriz. 
Carpet art of Iran is more famous than other arts. They collected Iranian carpet 
from time of eight art up to now in Europe. This art was attractive that famous 
painter like (Van Dik)and(Robens) kept Iranian carpet in their work and made 
artistic benefit from it. Maybe, when the first section of Iranian carpet founded in 
B.C,all the people paid attention to Iranian carpet. According to expert idea, like 
Artoor Ebham Poop,this art is a royal instrument from - Ashorian time up to 
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now.Koorosh kabir had valuable carpet of Babel and these carpets were sample of 
designers and weavers in several century.(l)In Sasanian time, historical document 
refered to valuable carpet of Iran like (Bahar Kasra) that has jewelry, gold and 
silver warp and woof, holded it in sea and divided it to sections.Carpet waving in 
Iran had good expansion and exaltation in 9,10'^  century.Good sample of this 
time is a carpet that is in Dook Onhalt 's gallery,with light gold yellow backdrop 
and middle purplish Toranj selvages.Dark blue,white and black are the mostly 
color of carpet. It is very beautiful.(picture NO....)Personal workstations that 
waved carpet in it,is like a Opera amphitheater that artists hand and repetition of 
instructor songs, choosing the color and design could create a matchless gallery, 
sometimes their price wasn't less than a palace. Iranian carpets used for mat, cloth 
cover for the praying seal,...Rarely, were used it for pendent , curtain and 
obstruction.Although,we used it for cushion and carpetbag and overture 
saddle.recently,we used it for women's bag but the main usage of it were mat and 
carpet. Talented people used it for pendent and carpet picture and made benefit 
from it. The main designs of Iranian carpet consisted of garden, rose garden, 
animals and birds.Because,it was the old thought of Iranian and continued to 
Islamic time. Heaven is a garden full of flowers,with green trees and running water 
that it is portion of benefactors. But we shouldn't forget that most designs were 
abstractive. Maybe,we payed attention to painting in this subject. Sometimes, we 
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weaved some pharases or words as Qoran verse on carpets. Most of Iranian carpet 
weaved like four_angled and rectangle. Rarely, we have problem in quadrangular 
and circle samples. Recently, new preference caused to weave bulky carpets that 
no one interested in it. In this way, most of weavers and orders weaved for 
entertainment. The main centers of carpet weaving in Iran were Tabriz , 
Khorasan, Kashan, East_south of Iran, Baloochestan and special kind of Torkaman 
carpet that produced in East_north. Although,these carpets produced in West_south 
of Iran(Fars),specialy in Ghashghaee tribal,that is special in it's kind. Now, they 
produce Law grade carpet, coarse blanket, afelt, Terme, Brocaded silk.These are 
other kinds of Iranian carpet and cloth. 
With prosperity of Harat as a artistic station,specialy in Teimoorian time and 
according to relation between Iran and India,different kind of Iranian carpets 
exported to India and Afghanestan.This techniques of carpet and cloth weaving 
entered to these two countries.So,we shouldn't forget that Indian had ability in 
textiles and weaving different kinds of cloth and technology of weaving before 
it.Specialy, they had ability in working on silk and equipment workstations in 
China. 
Arabesque designs and circulatory moving of writing and usage of flower picture 
and plant ivies that moving between designs affected writing, little by little ,Koofi 
inflexible writing and other writings tended to revolution and softness. The highest 
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position of writing blossomed in Suspension and Nastaligh .With it's spinning, it 
had charming moods. 
It wasn't accidental that design, painting and poem of Iran subordinated to 
philosophical and religious thoughts. 1000 years literature of Iranian showed it. 
This nation is the most poetry nations. This 1000 years showed that most of them 
had spiritual tender and we can claim that the most eastern nations as Iranian and 
Indian had talent in poetry. 
In Iranian painting, their purpose isn't imitation of nature but the most important 
duty of artist was understanding and express maturity and order of spirit and body 
that related to appearance and inner part of artist and art.Finaly,it ended to a logic. 
But this effort in color, spinning and moving was spiritual. The field of Iranian 
artist is very spacious. They paid attention to details. Imagination faculty of artist 
has a special place in this trend that we shouldn't ignore it. It caused to addressee 's 
ecstasy and excitement. 
1 )Poop Epham_Artoor_masterpiece of Iranian art_ translated by:Parviz Natel 
Khanlari scientific and educational publication Fourth impression 1387_page 208 
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41) Picture of instructor Abol Hasan Naderoizaman_picture 
of Jahangir Shah tome_drawing now _17 century 
100 |Page-F 
42) Picture of shah Jahan (work of instructor 
Abo! Hasan Naderolzaman mashhadi) 101 |Page-F 
43) Picture of Meraj Nameh coverm.work of instructor Ahmad Mossa 
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44) Picture of Shahnameh(work of Mirza Khalil Shahrokhi,9 century) 
Esfandiar altercation with two wolfs 
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45) Picture of instructor Dolat Mosavar or Sheykh Dolat_his works were 
from 1597-1609 . More artistic activities of Golshan are valuable 
works of this painter of jahangir Shah time. 
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46) Mohammad Sharif (sharif) is Iranian and he borned in shiraz.according 
to Homayoon shah idea . He went to India and he was a courtier Painter 
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47) Picture of Iranian and powerful painter instructor Behzad that had many 
followers in painting in Iran,India and Ottoman 
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48) Picture of Bechester Face, painter of Jahangir time to shah jahan that worked 
in 1640. He saw a picture (probably,it is his work) 
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49) Balchand face_painter of Jahangiry time(1605-1627). 
He had ability in drawing animals and landscape. 
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50) Piak face, Indian and skillful painter and Blachand's brother. 
He wrote something on the note(God is greater, Balchand's brother, 
Piak) He was the painter of Jahangir shah time and major of 
them used in sadi's Golestan.Babernameh and razmnameh 
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51) Abdol Rahim Keshmiry_painter and artist illustration and decoration 
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Chapter 4 Architecture in Iran and central Asia (Ilkhante period till 
Temiirids' era) 
Architecture in Iran and central Asia (Ilkhante period till Temurids' 
era) 
In the fall of 1253 Mughul Khan ,the grandson of Genghis , was the ruler of 
Mughals in china. He prepared an army for fighting with Esmaelis in north of 
Iran and the king of Abbasian in Baghdadjt's leader was his brother Hulagu. 
Hulagu in 1258 arrived in Baghdad quickly from Iran and overcome it. 
He submitted all of the city on his way to Baghdad and the cities, which 
hadn't been submitted and destroyed; he was selected as successor and relayed 
on Iran dynasty an d established formal Ilkhante dynasty in Iran. 
Hulagu and his successors preferred to live in nomadic ways, so they settled 
in warm areas of Transoxiana in winter, and green plains of western north of 
Iran in summer. They didn't pay attention to architecture and buildings; 
therefore, there were so few buildings remained from the second half of 13" 
century. llKhanate ruled in the vast land of Mediterranean to the courts of India 
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and Ghafghaz, according to our new world-wide map, some west parts of 
Afghanistan, Iran, soutli of Russia, Turkish and Iraq. 
They made some buildings with different architecture that most of them 
were destroyed by earthquakes, repeated rush and some of them remained in the 
capitals of that dynasty in Maragheh, Tabriz, Baghdad, Sohaniah, but their 
complete descriptions are in historical books. Also there are some buildings 
from those days in center and west of Iran that show their local architecture. 
UKhanate reached the collection of styles, models, ways and various building 
instruments of their previous time in Iran. The building of Jaime mosque was 
known for its four verandas with its old style consisted of rectangle court -yard 
with four verandas in four sides and a big doom in front of Kiblah that was 
standard and common in all buildings such as schools, monasteries and inns. 
The shrines of that time had two-formed with square or multi-sides buildings. 
The known characteristics of those shrines were veranda; dome and the tower 
was clearly combined of different shapes. All rooms had dome, they considered 
a person to prepare the upper part of square room to put its dome; so, it was used 
as a bridge to connect dome to upper walls of the rooms. Shelf was high with 
external gates that included a bell or roof, a rectangle frame was placed in it and 
made narrow veranda. Menarate had an important position in religious building 
or in two sides of veranda. UKhanate used backed perfect bricks as the main 
material for building, they used them to decorate their buildings too. Plaster 
covering was common element in decoration of the building. 
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Decorated potteries used in facing and made them more attractive. 
Traditional style was developed in that time; separated building was built around 
famous persons for showing their religion or royal respect, those decorated 
buildings included shelf in top of their main entrance. It was used accidently, at 
first, but later it was used as a new style; so, the size and forms of buildings 
changed, the ceilings of rooms became higher, the curves became sharper and 
minarets became longer. The new minarets formed in the new style. For 
example, some of those changes remained on the gates had two height minarets. 
Baked bricks were always used as an essential element of buildings with 
new developed methods, the using of it in building made them more attractive. 
The importance of decoration and color increased, the glaze - bricks, tile, 
pottery covering, carving and painted stones were used in decoration effacing. 
Also they were not like backed brick as a main element of building and they 
did not have oldness neither, but they were used on the curve of the ceilings and 
walls. 
I l l 
Architecture in Ilkhante's Dynasty. 
The first steps in their observatory in their summer capital 'Maragheh' in 
North West of Iran, it was in a hill in 500 meters of the north of that city, they 
started to build it in 1259. Some researches show that it included 16 parts with a 
height tower with 45 square meters. 
In the center of a modeling workshop for making astrological instruments, 
five round tower and other big buildings. It was made of stone, backed brick, 
shiny titles and glaze. Mughals fellow Shamami traditions, one of their favorite 
sciences in north- eastern part of Iran, liked astrology and fortune telling too. 
Most of the buildings were made in the beginning of IlKhanate 's kingdom, 
most of them were simple with cheap materials because IlKhanate were 
nomadic and lived in dessert and tends which were made of horse's tail. One of 
the remained buildings from those days is summer palace of their kings which 
was built by Amir Abghara in 1275 and in the next decade his son Arghon 
continued its building and completed it. 
Today it is called Soleiman's Throne in Azerbaijan in south -eastern part of 
Oromia's lake and it was built on the basis of a house of worship. The size of its 
large garden is 125 * 150 and four verandas surrounded it with halls that related 
to each other and there was an artificial lake in its middle. 
In the back of the northern veranda was a big dome which was made on the 
temple and may be was a place for their formal meetings. In the past, kings had 
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throne, but now their thrones changed to the living rooms. Small drops of plaster 
on the floor showed the using of plaster on dome and roof 
A quarter plaster curved has been found in historical gigging. That small part 
was used as a map for making and patting the small parts of curves together. 
This unique document is one of the oldest evidence which shows the presence of 
Islamic builder and importance of using map for making and building; some 
researchers believed that those maps were sent from capital to other small cities. 
Upper sides and northern columns of small octagon room with the perfect 
covering and blue-glazed bricks in the lower sides of 2 meter walls were 
covered with the pattern of star and cross. A 35 centimeter slim of square -
glazed bricks with the fabulous designs of birds and dragon on the top of the 
blue bricks reflect the sprite of heroes, its upper part was covered with colored 
plaster -modeling and the excessive use of perfect decoration and quality in this 
building, specially on the marble columns and blue -glazed tiles and decorated 
arch shoes the excessiveness of Mughals' king in their places. 
This building was the place of Sassanid emperor coronation and their 
decorations were the pictorial images of Shahnameh and Iranian national poems 
of Ferdowsi in 1010, it was done according to the recommendation of Mahmud 
Ghaznavi and shiny glazed tiles are the best reasons of their relationship with 
pre -Islamic Iranian kings. So, they were attracted by the place of that building 
.The using of that place in their epic is another reason for their connection. 
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Ghazan Khan was one of the IlKhanate's kings ruled from 1225, he changed 
the social and architecture styles which were protected by IlKhanate's, he didn't 
have good relationship with china's king; so he accepted to settle in cities and he 
perefered Iranian culture rather than their culture and became Muslim. He and 
his minister, Rshidoddin-, made a lot of changes in social and in economy. 
Those were made establishing the huge buildings, such as religious places. 
According to his recommendation, there were built an inn, roads and public 
baths in each city that helped the development of their business and those 
incomes were used in protecting and building the new mosque. The main 
changes in his kingdom. 
Next successors, his brother Oljayto and his cousin Abusa'ied made the most 
important times in building religious places in 1235-1295. 
Khazan Khan's shrine was built around Tabriz. It is the biggest and most 
exceptional pattern in that time. Ilkhante like Mughals hid their graves according 
to their traditions, but he broke the rule and followed Iranian Muslims traditions. 
His big tomb was surrounded by many public utilities such as hospital, library, 
observatory, auditoriums for philosophical meetings, places for royal families, 
etc. there was a two-religious school one of which Hanafy and the other Shiite. 
The big and huge tomb for Oljayto, Ilkhante king in Sultanieh, was the best 
standard for the assessment of architecture in the realm. Arghon Shah's Tomb, 
one of the early kings, was located 120 km to the south of Qazvin. He chose this 
city as his summer stays; however, Oljayto then chose it as his capital city. 
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According to Iranian customs, it was called by the name of the king as Sultania. 
The city had an outside fence with strong fort around and inside, there was a 
castle with 16 towers and a wide gate that through which horses could move 
side-by-side. The city was protected by tall walls with some special holes dug in 
to enable the guards to shoot the enemies from inside. The evidence of such 
description can be the oldest picture of Sultania and Iran map book (1357-8). It 
was drawn by military expedition groups of Soleman to Iran and Iraq. 
The biggest building in Sultania is a king's tomb. The tomb includes 
mosque, school, inn, hospital, and other public utilities. Oljayto's tomb still 
remains. The huge building is an octagonic building with 38 m width located in 
the east-western part. It has a perpendicular wall in the northern part, and a 
triangular room used as stairs. In the southern part, the building has 20*15 
meters and it holds a hall as the center of the octagon. The hall is 25 m^  above 
which at the height of 50m lies a dome. The building includes eight tall 
minarets. The rectangular hall has eight exit doors with small veranda. The 
entrance to the room is so attractive that it attracts any spectacular's eyes to gaze 
at. The front side is decorated with yellow, red, green and white carvings and 
plaster modeling. 
There are many similarities between the decorations of these buildings and 
the slim of the book frames. It shows that they used these decorative styles in 
different sizes. The tomb was the biggest and the highest in the middle century. 
Its decoration and design was fantastic. Its facing was magnificent. Its width and 
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marvels can be a clear reason of the artists' capability who followed the king's 
recommendations and built it such that it revealed a holy atmosphere. The inside 
decorations were done in two steps. First they glazed and baked the bricks and 
then covered them with plaster and paintings. Another research is needed to 
study these more. 
Some researchers believe that these inside decorations were done in 
Safavid's era. In their opinions, Oljayto changed the decorations to his wish after 
he became a Shiite. According to the same inscriptions, he tried to transfer the 
body of Imam AH (P. B. U. H.) from Iraq and Afghanistan to Iran. The 
inscriptions indicate that the facing and the inside decorations including baking 
and enamellings were over in 1310. In 1313, the building was dedicated 
formally and some other special copper coins were produced. Some additional 
decorations on the baked bricks and tiles in plaster molding and painting took 
three years to finish. These were over before the king's death in 1316. The 
changes to the inside decoration were presumably the result of protecting the 
holy cities such as Nadjaf, Sammera, Kazemein, Karbala. 
Ilkhante not only built public utilities around their kings and ministers 
tombs, but they also built valuable places around the tombs of the leaders who 
they followed and also for the famous people as well. For instance, Bayzid 
Bastami's tomb, a leading person of the time who died in 874 or 877, was 
skillfully decorated. The tomb had been a present from Oljayto's younger son 
given by his father. The tomb includes plaster molding with high tower which 
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indicates the magnificence of the tomb. The big tower made of round blades 
with more than 6 m high and 25 vertical blades of 13.5m height. 
But the form of placement of sails is in away that causes the height of the 
tower seems higher than it is. However, tradition of constructing tower on 
tombs was old in Iran, but well-balanced structure of Bayazid Bastami tower 
represents new development and progressin the field of constructing tower . 
Considring that the central mosque of city has been made behind the walls 
toward thw kiblah thus the tomb of Bastami has been always in the center of 
attention people who pray in this mosque. 
However, king Mohammad Khodabande (Aljaytou, the eighth king of 
llkhante) was the main founder of establishing Bastami's Tomb and has paid 
most of expenses of constructing, other people have helped providing tools and 
some of supplies for tomb such as candlesticks in this tomb had been 
contributed by minister of king Karimoddin Shogani. 
The other tombs belonged to Abdosamad Matoufi an master Sohrevardi and 
these tombs have received application and have established in the period of 
llkhante and have developed one decade after his death and have become 
pilgrimaging collection. The minister of Palace Zeynoddin Masty (killed by a 
coleague Karimoddin Shogani in 1312). While constructing and repairing 
central mosque of Natanz nexto to that tomb he established minaret and prison 
and wanted to make these heterogeneous buildings as the same around the tomb 
of Abdossamad with constructing facade arch. Decoration of this collection 
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contained gilding bricks, colorful plaster work, earthen, corpulent readers in its 
shadow of its leaves and branches had displayed the building. The landscape of 
this collection—placement of its building next to each other is similar to an 
ancient rather than a plane task and also establishment of veranda with unusual 
depth in mosque and constructing this building on an uneven earth shows that 
architects and constructors of this collection didn't have decision right in 
selecting both place and space of buildings and they had to establish such 
buildings in certain place and era. 
However, most of the central and great mosques which were built on that 
period of Ilkhante were copula domed mosques. Such as Iranian mosques whose 
construction have been prevalented since centuries ago. A few number of 
double veranda mosques was constructed in this period that one of them is 
mosque in 'Ashtajan' in 33km of Southwest of Isfahan built in the order of 
Ilkhante Court's accountant in his birth place. This mosque is not well enough 
that has been covered by plaster ceiling, has covering of gilding brick. 
Varamin's Central Mosque in 42 km of south of Tehran is one of four 
veranda mosques built in the period of Ilkhante and it has basically repaired or 
actually has been reconstructed. This mosque which was built in the order of 
king Abusa'ied's son and successor of Aljaytou in the ground with 66*43, has 
one entrance from north and there is alternative entrances which are finished to 
the verandas in four comers of the yard of the mosque. The design of this 
mosque had this shape that its entrance starts with gate with minaret skillfully 
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and after passing the gate has been entered facade which connected to one of the 
veranda of the mosque and after passing the yard of the mosque has been 
finished by big room with the name of Shabestan. This big room which has 
dome in 1 Om diameter on its top, has been built in a way that shows advanced 
architecture of Saljuqian. On top of the walls of this Shabestan which is in fact 
a square room. It is a hexagon with four corners (an arch which is built for 
more solidity and separate two corners of the ceiling) has placed every other one 
and this hexagon is a separator for a 16-sided which is in fact the dome and 
dome has settled on it. A small yard of this building has been covered by 
mosaic. However, this balding has been built based on the design of Saljuqian 
period, is more fantastic, glorious with more suitability of components. In 
this period new style of building central mosques was performed. One of local 
officials Shamsedine Nafay ordered to establish a central mosque in which 
Shabestan (or the room located under the dome) and verandas are connected 
with halls. This style of building has been standardized in this erea and next 
mosques of this ere was built in this way too. Considering this style, facades 
of old mosques has been reconstructed. This kind of mosques include a set of 
old and new design. Considering Shamsedin was Rashidedin's groom and had 
passed most of his life in Tabriz. We can say that central mosque of Yazd which 
has been established by his order is based on common style of capital's mosque 
(Tabriz) in north east of Iran. Successfulness and progress of architecture is seen 
in the center of Iran buildings and mosques around Isfahan. In the length of 
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Zeyoe road and locations in the name of Dashti, Kojand Aziria. These mosques 
have glorious enterance facade and wide yard, big dome Shabestan to which all 
complementry and additional buildings connected with halls, are inside it and is 
strong reason for claim to be current Isfahan in the period of Ilkhante. 
However, all of established buildings were not prominent and glorious in the 
period of Ilkhante, but some of them were great. The tradition of establishing 
tomb with tower continued in the period of Ilkhante that the tomb of Imamzade 
Jafar one fo shiite Sheikhs and one of fifth Imam's grand children who died in 
1325AD was one of its fantastic samples. There is a room in this tomb that 
Sheikh's grave is inside of it and it is hexagon with 7m diameter and 1 Im height 
that its suitability of dimensions of room has been better than first with repairs 
and reforms. However, the external decorations of this building raised earthen, 
glazed tiles and colorful embossed works has reconstructed generally, but 
necessary elegance and suitability of vaults which show off in external facade, 
I'cprcsents taste and attention of Ilkhante in construction and decoration of it. 
Considering that the design and style of architecture of this building is similar to 
the famous tomb of Chalebiaghou which has established on the garve of one of 
Sufi Sheikhs in the name of buraq in Sultaniah who died in 1308 AD it is 
beleived that some architects and artists have been sent to Isfahan form 
Sultaniah to construct this Imamzade jafar tomb. Of course, professional 
groups of artists who were famous have been sent from one city to another to 
work in this building. For example, artists who have done file work and 
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covering gilding bricks of tombs both in Natanz in first decade of 14th century 
and next decade in Sultaniah. Occasionally in Ilkhante period internal walls of 
tombs or small shrines such as tombs of Sufi sheikhs have been decorated by 
gilding tiles and then gradually vowed things were added to them by charitable 
persons. 
Internal decorations of other tombs which have been established in Qom and 
Qazvin in the period of Ilkhante, show that decorating with gilding tiles was the 
main style of internal decoration. It has been stopped after about 140 years in 
1340-1339 and has been replaced by engraving on plaster and colorful plaster 
work. 
'- Sheila S. Blaire and Jonathan M. Bloom: The Architecture of Iran and Asia Minor during Illkhanates and 
Temurids. Translated to Persian bv Hashemi Golpaygani, pp 11-24 
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Archtecture in the Period of Ilkhante Successors: 
However, after the death of powerful king of Ilkhante Abusa'eed, political 
power in the era of Ilkhante was departed and Ilkhante princes fighted with each 
other to reach chair of monarchy and kingdom and thus attention to architecture 
and building decreased, but they showed some interests. 
The most important local princes were Mozafarian and Jalayerian dynasty. 
they had made under the rule both central part of Iran inl314 AD and north west 
of Iran and Iraq in 13.36-1432 AD. The best and the most important building 
which was made by Mozafarian, was central mosque of kerman which has been 
built in 1350 AD. The design and components of the structure of this buildings 
is imitation of Yazd buildings which have high facades and a yard with four 
verandas that Shabestan and other complemental buildings were connected by 
halls and salons. Using decorated tiles with four colors socially in the facade of 
this mosque and spider's web design with tiles constructed of miniature parts 
with fantastic colors in decoration of the mosque has made it attractive and 
worth seeing. Surface of established buildings in the first of 14' century were 
covered by tiles in limit colors that one of them is Aljaytou's tomb in Sultaniah 
that mosaic brick (tiles constructed of miniature parts) with light and dark blue 
has been used only in the part of vaulted fences and horse-shoe like arch's 
(triangular space between the sides of arches) in top of the door of the building. 
but after 50 years Imamzade Yahaya's decorations, the whole of facade of 
building has been decorated by tiles constructed of miniature parts and white 
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color has been added to light and dark blue. Decorations of bildings became 
more complete in the middle of 14''' century and in spite of seeing covering tiles 
constructed of miniature parts in all of external facade and internal walls which 
geometric design was replaced by Islamic, plants and natural designs. The 
most important work remained from Jalayerian period is a Caravanserai which 
has been made by Marjan-Ibne ee Abdolah near himself the governor of baqad 
in 1359 and had contributed its income to the tomb and its next collection. This 
caravanserai which includes rectangular and has two floors with great central 
saloon, has been made by backed brick and its arch of central saloon has 4m 
height and it has been formed by eight crossing are with cupola in equal spaces 
which were next to each other on the corners. This style of constructing ceilings 
which was unnatural and artificial represents weakness of building of central 
saloon and also carelessness of time governor to this business center so there is 
nothing remained from it. 
Crossing Semilunar ceilings were the most important inventions in 
architecture in 14''^  century. However, before Mughul attacks to this to this 
era, progress of architecture depended on building experiences specially in 
constructing arch and the way of locating ceiling on folds and walls and also 
using corners had created inventions, but after Mughul attack, architecture 
tended to create sp.ace between wall and ceiling specially in ceilings which 
covered square parts the simpest type of ceiling which covered square rooms, 
was rocking arch and were located on the walls immediately and actually 
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without any middle part were continued walls. So rooms with these ceilings 
didn't have enough light and were always dark. Also these kinds of ceilings 
made undesired space in public saloons. In the first years of entrance Islam, in 
south west of Iran and Iraq buildings such as the building of a palace in 
Okhaydir or building of Shiraz central mosque or buildings of sarvestan's 
fireplace have this rocking arch which is broken off by crossing arches. In all 
of these buildings a ceiling which located on top of vertical walls was horizontal 
which had no space with wall in 14'^  century in architecture industry to get 
progress in constructing arches and that was using of two legs for crossing semi 
lunar in constructing ceilings. These crossing semi lunar which were on two 
legs and located next of each other equally made the ceiling of room. Todays we 
see a sample of these semi-lunar in south veranda of Natanz mosque reticulated 
arches which are seen in halls of Sultaniah, have steep arch sidewise. They have 
several semilunars which are on a leg with 3 angles, and terminated to the 
ceiling. Yazd, Abarqou and Isfahan are other eras of south east of Iran in 
which we find these types of arches, new style of architecture or constructing 
arches went to the north east of Iran. It was in these ereas that Temurids 
architecture developed decorations of buildings with decreasing columns under 
ceiling. Using patio increased the light of rooms and created development and 
progress in employing decorations of buildings. 
' Sheila S. Blairc and Jonathan M. Bloom: The Architecture of Iran and Asia Minor during Ilikhanates and 
Temurids. Translated to Persian by Hashemi Golpaygani, pp 27-35 
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Art of Iran and Central Asia during Ilkhante Era, Decorative Art and 
Elegance in Book-Binding: 
In the centuries before Mughals' attack to Iran, decoration arts of this erea 
included weaving, engraving, pottery, metal working, making jewel, gilding that 
such arts were done by artists' inventions excellently. But in the middle of 13"^  
century, Mughul triumphs disturbed the balance of art products in Iran. After 
that tradition arts continued out of energy, but gilding art specialized new and 
important place to it and was in center of attention of producers of art objects 
and income gained from it helped to introduce other arts. After 1250s the arts 
related to decorate books specially gilding among the other Islamic arts found 
key role and specific importance. Since comparing with other arts on that period 
it was newer art in Iran, India and today turkey, received new situation and 
more attention. However, paper was known hundreds years ago and using of it 
was common, but because of frequency of it on that period and also producing 
larger papers, beautifying books, painting were developed on those days. 
Professional painters copied designs on papers simply and put them for other 
artists in metal working, plaster working, inlaid working, tile working and 
bejeweling. So a set of arts and artists were busy acting and transporting their 
cultural and artistic experiences to others especially invention in different fields 
had prevalence. 
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Decorative arts 
In this period cloth weaving continued which was one of productive arts and 
economic support, but only one woven with gold on silk material has remained 
that can be attributed to Ilkhante period surely. Name and nicknames which 
Abusa'ied the king of Ilkhante gave himself after 1319AD had formed on this 
material. These silk materials and making potter has not gained from that period 
so we can say that such names of earthen in the name of Sultanabad is forged 
and they are to make the work easy if not in Sultanabad on that period such 
earthen has not been produced. However, most of produced earthen on that 
period had rough structure with green, not polished and harsh glaze which is 
used in pools and cone domes but a few numbers of them which were fantastic 
and had high quality and were the same of older, with two glaze earthen built 
on that period attributed to the Kashani earthens and became famous, one of 
obvious earthen is Sultanabad. It is a conical beaker which has raised from 
inside and outside of it. Inside the beaker has been decorated with designs of 
animals and birds with speckled bodies on backgrounds of full of leaves and 
branches and its edge was decorated by Sufi margin. Green and gray glaze 
which has covered the surface of beaker was not flat and polished and has made 
ups and downs on it. This type of undesired covering has been used in other 
earthen things and wares such as: jugs (wide open pot), bowls which sometimes 
were made by right angles, colorful earthen statues and other things had azure 
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or turquoise glaze, they had plants, inscription and figure designs which were 
decorated in raised shape. 
Works remained from metal work of Ilkhante cannot be attributed surely to 
them against cloths because they don't have production characteristics of that 
period. Mahmoud-ibne Sanqor's pencil case which has been decorated by gold 
and silver bejewel shows that style of metal work of previous period followed in 
this period. In addition copper has been used instead of gold and silver in 
bejeweling of metals. Hamdollah Mostofi Qazvini and some other writers and 
historians on that period have painted in their writings to several centers of 
producing metal things including wares and tools for building decoratins and 
there are pictures of these types of things in paintings of handwritten books. 
Candlestick was one of the most common productions of metal objects on that 
period, one obvious sample is in Boston museum. 
Karimoddin Shogani the minister of king Aljaytou in 1309-1308 AD 
contributed it to Bayazid Bastami's tomb. This sample doesn't have neck and 
iris. This candlestick which is in fact the biggest candlestick with legs remained 
from Islamic Iran, has a foot with imperfect cone which top and down of this 
foot has been decorated with this margin of plants and animal pictures, but 
unfortunately main part of its silver has missed, decorations of the body of this 
candlestick is with four round plates which have been engraved in plants designs 
and four cylindrical plates have holy words these plants- are around this body 
every other one and other parts of body are simple without paintings. These 
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four inscriptions with islamic designs are alii<:e to the decorations of inside of 
Oljayto's tomb in Sultaniah and gilding of handwritten books on that period 
which in fact is imitation of those deigns. But pictures of shadows of plants 
specially cedar and Peoria (is famous in China) used in decoration of four round 
plates around the foot of candlestick shows close business relations and political 
relations of Ilkhante with China and represents sending a number of Iranian 
artists to China to train this type of Chinese arts. However, we can't determine 
one center for producing such candlestick in Ilkhante. But high quality of it 
shows support of high officials of such products in Ilkhante government and it 
strengthen chances that centers of making these candlesticks have been in Tabriz 
capital of Ilkhante, 
Other candlestick which have been produced in this period, have decoration 
over it that include most pictures of peoples. 50 of candlesticks with legs which 
have cocave body and decorations with designs in the vague of kings and in the 
style of these days and are attributed to north west of Iran in Ilkhante are similar 
to remained candlestick of Saljuqian period in the name of Anatoly. a few 
numbers of artistic parts of metal work in this era which can be attributed to 
Ilkhante are available such as bronze hinges and reticulated guards of windows 
which bejeweled with gold, silver and pitch-black materials and shows beautiful 
sample of metal work. Three of these parts which are certainly related to 
Ilkhante period, are parts with of Oljayto and it has been decorated by Islamic, 
scroll designs and various figures and probably it has transported from so-called 
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tomb in Sultaniah to this era. One of these parts which are plates in 9 cm 
diameter, an eagle has been decorated in opposition of involved plants (Chinese 
plants) in scroll shape. Common characteristics of pictures on most of these 
parts which have been made of metal boxes and beakers in site around 
llkhante's palace, cause that we can attribute them to these sites. Shiraz one of 
important cities in south west of Iran on that period was the main and famous 
center of producing bronze objects which have been bejeweled with gold silver 
and pitch-black materials. 
linjou Khan governed in Shiraz from kingdom of Ilkhante tile 1329AD, 
but the time governor of Shiraz announced dependence on that year and went 
out from appointment of Ilkhante established dependent government in fars. 
linjou Khan which v/ere supporters and encourager of art, paid more attention 
to manual arts in their dominion. They helped developing those technologies 
and fantastic samples were produced in the government of Ilkhante in Shiraz are 
big and they have been chased and its obvious sample is big beaker which has 
been made in 1353-1343AD. For Abuishaq one governor of linjou Khan and 
external body of this beaker has been decorated by pictures of horse riders in the 
roundel. Shapes and decorations of silverware produced in late of 14' century 
changed. These wares had flat comers and higher height fit to their width. 
Pictures in decorations of these beakers were taller and thinner like pictures in 
handwritten books of that period and they had triangular hats instead of round 
hats-which locate behind their heads-using wood as one of building. Supplies is 
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independently continued in Ilkhante period. Pulpit of Na'ien and Isfahan central 
mosque are the signs of the most obvious wooden works in early years of 14'^  
century which some of them have remained. The shapes of these pulpits 
including Isfahan and Na'ien's pulpits are nearly similar and only there is 
shading on one of those remained pulpits which relates to Na'ien. One of 
Kermani artist has made this pulpit by King Mahmoud order and by order of one 
trader in 1311 AD. 
In this period,pulpits made in isfahan were usually decorated with a 
combination of lace-iike ctangular designs or models carved in stone, 
geometrical decorations of isfahan pulpits were iolentical to the ones from 
naeen. Yet the decoration designs of these pulpits possessed two unique 
elements that culd be seen in plaster carvings of the period, these elements 
consisted of employing )the new style of )interwoven square lines in inscriptions 
and raised leaf desiagns for decoratins. these two spectacular qualities could be 
seen in many wood inlay decoratins of this period. 
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Book-Binding and Designing Arts of Ilkhanate Era: 
Book gilding and book illustration were widespread throughout the islamic 
world for centuries before the Ilkhanate, however the number and the size of 
these books grew larger after the Mughals occupation. Many books from this era 
clearly illustarte a variety of different types of arts such as calligraphy, design, 
illustration and book binding were employed to compile and complete a book. 
yet books possesseing a collection of these arts published before this period 
couldn't be ruled art, even thogh no samples are available. Books remaining 
from Ilkhanate era clearly show a large scale production of books in a larger size 
and wih more gilding and illustrations compared to earlier 14 be making it 
possible for them to be displayed and used by the general public. Howevr, many 
details are known of the production process throughout the Ilkhanate, while 
there is much more known of the process in the 15 = 16' centuries. 
Book binding and decoration covers of this period was also done in a simple 
style as seen in some of the oldest copies left from this period. Most common 
islamic books of this era were decorated according to standards where the 
binding was on the right and the left. A good example of this type of book cover 
is a replicated copy of Ibne-Bakhtishis animal benefits which was trancribed 
through 1297-1299 years in the city of maragheh, one of Ilkhanate north western 
capitals. This particular copy is a 25*33.q cm book with a maroon colored 
leather jacket(cover>vith inter twined desings along with embossed emblems. 
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This book's cover on both sides is decorated with persian apple designs with 
almond tree motifs. Aside from the decorated overturned edges, the rest of this 
book's illustration arc all very harmenic symmetrical arabesque designs, paints 
takingly created by the subline craftsmanship of its makers. 
With the Ilkhanate's support about 24 large copies of Quran were published 
which were all superior to the ones before them in size, shape, very attractive 
and price less copies of the mentioned Qurans which were especially made for 
Sultan Oljayto and Rashid-eddine his minister were crafted in Transoxiana and 
north western Iran. These books containd 30 sections in large sheets with 5 lines 
scripted on each page. One of these five copies, an endowment to Oljayto 's 
shrine was crafted in Baqdad in 72*50 dimensions and the rest of 54*38 size. 
On the last page of one these books which were also made in Baqdad , the name 
Ahmad Ibne Al-Sohrevardi is signed as the calligrapher and Muhammad Aybak 
as the gilder an illustrator. 
Although book gilding and illustrating were done in Baqdad before the 
invansion of the Mughals, it is to be considered that inspite of Mughals 
invansion and chaotic political atmosphere existed in these regions, this task was 
going on according to its previous style. For example, the two-paged illustration 
of the introductory page of a version of the bok "Resaleh(thesis) Akhavan ol-
Safa",completed in 1287ad in Baqdad , shows five writers and composers of this 
book surrounded by a number of their secratareis,students and servants, sitting 
in brick-made room with a crescent-shaped arch. This tableau which has 
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illustrated the face of it composer in the introduction of the book, is a developed 
and manifest sample of a style which had been prevailed in mesopotamia before 
the Mughules inavansion, therefore it is free from speculatuve pictures and 
perceptive themes of the far east. The new perceptive and speculative pictures 
were shown first at the paintings of the book entitled as "Manfe-ol-hayvan" by 
Ibne -Bakhsoo. This book which has been translated and copied from arable to 
farsi under Qazan Khan, the Ilkhanate King, contains subjects on nature and 
human beings as well as animals, birds, reptiles, insects and aqueous creature 
habits. This book consists of 94 illustartion in different size in harmony with the 
subjects of the book which shows the various species of animal in magnified 
sizes in a simple grassland with the exited plants of that dmes. These paintings -
with an opaque background and free from lustre which in fact is considered as 
the paintings background- are illustrated on the paper and the painters has made 
no sffort to show the depth of the scene or applying the imaginary pictures. The 
other pictures of this book are totally diferent in which the painter has used a 
new method of painting i.e, the shapes and faces are painted in a smaller size; 
acenereis and landscapes painted with more depth and expansion; trees full of 
rocks. This type of painting, inspired from the Chinese style, has applied of 
shapes and forms with a more emodonal and sentimental'sphere comparing the 
previous ones. Although in the former painfing, some of the faces and 
illustrations, illustarted at the margine of the tableau were left semi-finished, in 
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the subsequent tableaus, the figures are drawn out of the margin and the scene is 
illustrated completely. 
The elegant quality and the style of adorning and editing of such a books are 
indicative of the fact that these were made by the support of the great men and 
authorities and of course of the Ilkhante. Meanwhile, the name and 
specifications of these supportersare not mentioned and are still concealed. 
Rashid-oddin, the minister of the llkhanate court, established a register-book in 
his contribution foundation in Tabriz to register the name and specifications of 
the supporters of copying and composing handwritten books as well as to 
register the type of their support. Therefore from that time onward, the name of 
supporters and their type of support became known and obvious. In this 
foundation, called as Robe-Rashidi, a number of religious books and Quran 
were printed, hi the institute,there was also an annexed division in which the 
books written by Rashidoldin Fazlolah were published. There were some 
caHigraphers, painters and illustartors to write , illustarate and gliding among the 
employees there. All the books prepared in this institute were copied on 
Baqdad's high-quality papers in agreat neat manner and were voiumed after 
being checked with the original copies. They were shown in a mosque located in 
the institute after passing this stage and being completed. Finally, they well all 
sent to the referees in different cities within the Qazan Khan's dominion. Inspite 
of the all procedure in copying the books in Kashidieh vol'umes, few such books 
which were commended and supported by Rashidoddin have remained such as 
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the follows. One copy of Quran, a part of religious discourse and some parts of 
the book Jameoltavarikh by Rashidoddin. Fazlallh which, in fact, consists of 
different chapters: the General Details History including the era of Qazan Khan 
kingdom and his ancestors. The geography of the Ilkhanate territory, the family 
tree and decendents of the dominent dynasteis in that erea and finally the non-
Mughals's relatives which were half-cast (Asian-European)living there. 
The significant difference in the pictures of this historic text in comparion 
with the illustrations in older copies is that the painting of former history books 
were commonly in one from in a rectangle and square frame while the painting 
in this copy is like some horizental wide bars taking one-third oh the text and 
has concept in harmony with the very text. One of the popular patterns in such a 
style in llKhan era was the scrollers of the handwriting and painting of China 
which was common and much available. 
The book illustrating art of the very precious and luxerious copy of 
Shahname written in 1400BC is considered as the best remained example of the 
climax of advance and development in handwritten illustrated copies in that era. 
This copy originally consisted of 300 pages in 44*26 cm, per page included 
39 lines, 6 written columns. The creators of the two-volumed Shahname. This 
Shahname was binded in 2 volumes. However, it seems unlikely that the book 
was completely illustrated. Shahname was completely kept In 1600bc in Tabriz, 
but after then some parts were disposed till the early 20 '^' century when the 
valuable book was known more and became famous. The rest of the book was 
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put on sale in auction by Georges Demelter,a dealer of Iranian works of art. The 
last 50 pages of Shahname consisting the written or illustrated pages are in 
different museums on in the collection of private collections in Europe and 
north America. 
The width and length of this immense book known as the great wit was 
bigger than the copies ordered by Rashioddin especially "Rashidoddin History". 
Many of these paintings of the mentined Shahname are wth 4 or 6 columns of 
poets (the painting is in the center of the page an the poets were transcripted 
over and below it). In addition, some other of them have such a different and 
nice compound manner that makes it more attractive an effective. The style and 
form of the figures and faces in some of the illustrations are similar to the the 
painting of "mahmoud Qaznavi". Crossing the Gang River and the composing 
elements of scenereis. Illustrations are like those with krotted bodies and the 
flowing water on the stairs were borrowed from the elements of the illustrated 
book prepared in Rashiedin(the institute establishe by Rashidedin); however, the 
general compound of the paintings in Shahname in comparison with the 
Rashidodin copy consist of more faces and a vaster sky. Moreover, the larger 
dimensions of this copy has persuaded the painters to have the corpuses and 
faces larger and design a panoramic picture comparing to what has been 
designed so far. 
The variety of ifferent styles and models of painting in this copy of 
Shahname from the viewpoint of art's experts, shows the multiplicity of painters 
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in creation of this valuable work, but so far these experts have not come to an 
agreement about identifying the painters of this copy of Shahname and these are 
some disagreements between them. Gathering a group of painters to create the 
pictures of this boolc have been probably done by the order and the attempt of 
Rashiddin Fazlilah (named Qiassedin), who was appointed to the ministry of 
llkhanate king Sultan Abusa'ied in 1328AD. Qiasseddin who did this by means 
of his former experinces, was a diligent and effective person in appointing Arpa 
Khan to Ilkhante's Suiian who committed a suiside in May 1336 AD. Therefore, 
transcription, illusration and painting of the precious Shahnameh may be a proof 
of abundant power of Qiasseddin who had an effective role in continuation and 
stabilization of king's power and actully it is a reminscence of him. Specially, 
choosing pictures and figures in this copy of Shahname with due attention to the 
synchronous events is another reason for superior power of Qiasseddin like the 
Jameotavarikh copy, in which the variety of subjects of figures and their vakues 
are different, in this copy also, some pictures describe minor incidents related to 
less famous charaters in the history. For example, some scense about incidents 
of Alexander's life illustrated in this book, have been painted very well and a 
few scense related to the Iranian mythical and very famous charcter, Rostam 
have been illustrated in lower quality and quantity. So, it can be said that un this 
copy, pictures have been illustrated in order to emphsize on some special cases 
like ascending to the throne of local and small kingdoms and legitimize their 
dynasty and also to show the role of powerfull women in stabilizing or changing 
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kings, actully to show unreal peace and constancy in spite of political unrest at 
that time and also to show a figurative power for a overthroning dunasty. 
Therfore, this copy's figures have been painted with the intention of maintainig 
and stabilizing small downfalling dynasties and so, they have been shown 
honoured and high rank kings of Iran of that time in this pictures. Then, from the 
artistic viewppoint, the excellent quality and validity of this paintings have not 
been considered very much, because the gatherer of this book have sought for a 
more important aim. There upon, the illustrated book's art in former times, 
which were more private and concerned with quality and subtility in painting, 
have found more generality at this time, but in return they have found tndency 
towards collectins which have more attention to suggest and state special aims. 
With due attention to the stated subjects, it is not amazing and far from 
reality to say that in the Ilkhanteain;s vision, like Jameotavarikh, Shahname 
seems an aimful book; so, in transcripting and illustrating this epic book, they 
have followed and imitated the method of Rashideddin School, which 
Rashideddin had established only some decades ago. Many new specifications, 
like making space by means of using more empty spaces, instigating more 
emotions and also Insisting on repition and manifying death and mourning 
scenes which have been used in this copy, have not been followed in Iranian 
figuration in later times. 
But stabilizing and streghthening important people's situation in figures 
have been followed and it has been emphasized on the important faces and great 
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characters in the main part of the paintings. But it is worthy of mention that later 
generations have considered this era as the Iranian painting vangaurds and have 
named it as the Iranian painting's prosperity time. When Dust Mohammad 
(1510-564ad) decided to collect a complete albume of old and new artistic 
illustrated books for Bahram Mirza- Shah Tahmasb's bother- gathered a group 
of painters, calligraphers and historians. In the introduction of this patchwork, 
about the history of producing illustrated books in Iran, he has said," At the time 
of Abusa'ied's kingdom, Ahmad Mussa, the great master of painting, unveiled 
the painting and invent a new kind of painting which has been usual untill now." 
He revived the past customs and methods of painting, common in painted books 
and had generation by generation frm master to his apprentices. 
From other remainder works of 14'^  century, imputed to master Ahmad 
Mussa, is the figures of fable book Kelileh and Demneh. 
The book's paintings which are mainly about natural features of the nature, 
skills & animals' sensibilities are drawn as these topics that consist of various 
views of nature & lots of animals' scenes. 
One of the prints of Garshasb Name's whose derivation & illustration was 
finished on July, 1354 AC testifies that the Ilkhante's style & form of painting 
have been confinued even after their elapse. However this version consists of 
just five painting tableaus, the more empty spaces for the other charts of this 
book shows the probability of the version's replete with more charts. 
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Although this version's paintings had been drawn with a less edition in 
comparison with Mughals epopee's paintings, there are lots of similarities in 
both. 
Charts of this Garshash Name's version are drawn with smaller statues, 
more formal faces and more force to margins in comparison with the great 
Mughals epopee, which shows changes & developments toward the past. 
After Baghdad triumph, Temiir brought Abdolhay, the famous painter to his 
capital, Samarqand, & gave him the duty of creating works & teaching the other 
artists. It can be said that the tender sonnet- like & lyrical style of Jalayerian's 
painting in Temiirids' era has been based & developed as a classic pattern. 
Before Temiirids' ascendency on Iran & simultaneous to Jalayerian's expiry 
by following the past traditions in publishing the exquisite books for royal 
library with the courts support. They produced more public & economic sorts of 
these pictorial versions & produced them for selling in book markets. 
Sheila S. Blaire and Jonathan M. Bloom: The Architecture of Iran and Asia Minor during Illkhanates and 
lemurids. Translated to Persian by Hashemi Golpaygani, pp 31-55 
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52) work of Reza kashani (face of girl). That is Iranian painting,lived in 
Jahangir shah Gourt_Galled himAgha Reza. Holden in Washington 
gallery.Related to 11 century 
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53) Reza Abasi_Reza Ashaar_Reza Mosavar_Reza Iranian .shillful 
painter that has expert in painting . We found his works in different 
gallery in the world . He died in 1044, he was 60-65 ^ ^ 2 |Paae-F 
54) Picture of young man with furry hat and unhappy 
This work sold in London 1980 
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55) Habibolah Savaji_He borned in iran.Saveh. He became Painter in Shah tahmasb 
jafavi. In this Picture, he drew a camel driver fastened (tali of camel) on his neck 
jkillflly and spinning with peace mind 
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56) Young girl face that has a bird in her hand 
. Reza Abasi drew it in miniature way 
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Chapter 5 Architecture in Iran & Central Asia during Temiirids's Era 
Architecture in Iran & Central Asia during Temiirids's Era 
In 7'' decade of the 14'^  century when the last Ilkhante's king of Iran 
territory, was elapsed, Temiir, one of the central Asian tribe heads, gain power 
& could establish government of Genghis Mughals' survivors on a great area of 
Europe & Asia. After a while, he, who had rose among nomadic tribes, made 
his own tribal tribe a center of decision for a great imperial in the world. 
Samarqand, Bukliara, Shahr-e-Sabz (green city) & Harat that have been 
known as governmental cores of this system in central Asia & Afghanistan had 
important cultural & artistic centers working for exposure of Temurids's power. 
They used culture & art as tools of introducing the glory & greatness of their 
court. 
Best of art masters & skillful artisans from east & west, even by force, were 
hired in these culture & art centers & were working for realization of 
lemiirids's Kings wishes & requests. 
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Many of their works were destroyed among other centuries because of 
earthquake, invasion & neglect and also they are not available now. 
Evaluating architecture of Temiirids's era, four levels must be considered: 
1. Architecture on Temiirids's government( 1370 - 1405) 
2. Architecture on Shahrokh Mirza's govemment( 1405- 1447) & his wife 
Gowhar shad 
3. Architecture on sultan Hussein Bayghara's govemment( 1470 - 1506) & 
his advisor Alishir Navayi 
4. Architecture on Turkamanan's government, Temiirids' rival on west of 
Iran like QaraQoyunluyan ( 1380 - 1486) & Agh Ghoyunloos (1378-
1508) 
Temiir occupied IRAN, Anatoly & Bein-01-nahrain by widespread invasions 
& harsh attacks. Temiir's attack to Anatoly caused Bezants delay of triumph by 
Ottomans. Although previously Baghdad was the winter capital of Mughals but 
it didn't stand upon the Temiir's attacks & after these attacks, it lost its former 
glory & grandeur. 
Temiir entered India from east & won the glorious, glamorous, rich 
government of Indian court. He was planning for an attack to china, fulfilling his 
own wishes for Genghis empire revival; that, unexpectedly, passed away. 
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Not only did great amount of plunders & vast regions which was gained by 
TemiJr after Indian's triumph made his wish for world glory accent, but it also 
put great amount of tools & rich sources & precious materials specially for using 
in decoration & helped him to establish glorious works as evidences for his 
power exposure. 
One of the macro programs of Temiir was fixing of his own birthplace, Kash 
city, as his government capital & he named the city "Green city". This pretty 
unknown city which was located in an arid desert, south of Samarqand in Zar-
Afshan mountains neighborhood, became ?i Metropolis by.Temur . 
Nowadays there only remains THE entrance of Temiir 's residential palace 
"white house" or "Agasaray" (1379-1396) from the whole city. This massive 
huge entrance had an entrance hole by width of 22m surrounded with which it 
was made a glorious view. 
Entrances & Arches of the palace which are made of ripe brick, have two 
kinds of surfaces with different sizes which are decorated by great tiles. The 
bigger surface is covered with tiles constructed of miniature parts & the smaller 
surface is decorated with colorful tiles & a multi- color epigraph with the name 
of Muhammad Yusuf "Tabriz artisf inked on it. 
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These colorful tiles are produced with a modern technique and are used in 
various, lucid & glaze colors in a tile in which there is a relief oily strip among 
them for preventing from mixture & mingling of colors while baking the bricks. 
Not only Temiir used lots of Mughul booties to establish a court for sheikh 
Ahmad Yasvi( died in 1126 A.C.) but he also made a very big cemetery just 
there. 
Yasa, located in south of Kazakhstan, which is known nowadays as 
Turkestan, was one of the important cities ,located in 3 trade ways in north of 
Tashkent & main roads of trading & business passed from there. 
Ahmad Yasvy was one of the students of great dervish "sheikh Yusuf 
Hamadani "based Yasvy heresy & after his death, his monument became a 
shrine for his clienteles who were mainly Turks & habitants from central Asia & 
Volga. 
The domes & arch's outlook which are known on top of monuments 
surrounding about of the sea. 
This cube- like structure which is built in ( 65/5 * 46/5) m is decorated with 
mosaic bricks and various epigraphs. 
There is a vast arched balcony of 37/5 m high in the southern part of this 
structure. The door, used in this arch is a wooden one with a great carving. 
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The dome is equal in height with the enterance balcony. This room, in which 
there is a very big pot that is used to make poridge(made of wheat and meat) in 
the days of Ashura, was very likely the place Sufis got together. At the end of 
the middle axis of the main tomb(resting olace), there is a dome covered with 
blue tiles on a arch decorated with paintings. This dome is constructed on a 
cylindrical mound of earth. The sitting room and dining room and other 
buildings, including a mosque, a meditation rom , a library on the side erea, 
from the whole construction. Many of these rooms including quadrangular 
rooms and rooms have multiple angles with domed arches. The design and 
architecture of these buildings go back kingdom of Temiir . Some of these 
arches especially the ones with crossing arches have holes so that rays of 
sunshines can shine on the arches. These arches are invaluable and in fact they 
are reminder of the architecture previous to Temiir in central Iran. On the wall 
of ahamd Yasavi's place of pilgrimge(resting place), the sentence"act of Haji 
Hassan Shirazi" is written and also the tile which is on AhmadYasavi's 
grave,bears the signature of Shamslbne ee Abdolahe Vahabe Shairazi as the 
constructr of this construction. The models remained of the architecture of those 
days of Shiraz, support the assumption that Temiir took archtecs from shiraz to 
central asia by force and had them to work there. 
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Those archtects had to teach their knowledge and techniques to the oders. 
Therefore crossing arches and dome-shaped arches mainained to those architects 
whose their ancestors and grandfathers were from shiraz and immigrate to 
shiraz. Using local and scales in designing the plan of a construction 
characteristic of Temiirids architecture. 
Researchers, about the construction of Ahmad Yasavi's tomb (resting place), 
have come to a conclusion that the dimensions of this construction is 6016 cm 
based on histrical texts. The first room which was designed in this construction 
and had the key role in designing the whole of construction,must be the central 
hall with the dimensions 30*30 cm. In fact, this room is located in center of 
construction and the other rooms and places are located around it. In the main 
design, dimensions and measures of the tomb is designed completely based on 
this central hall and that's why ding the job became easier for the archtects. 
The main architect has used domed arches with plaster decoration on them 
to show main areas of the construction. The arch of Jamaat Khan (the place of 
congregation)was the main place to get together and it was garnished with 
plaster work on arches. The arch tomb and mosque also decorsted with artistic 
and beautiful decoratin and plaster work on the walls. 
The arches decprated with plaster work were often applied in in important 
places, just as we see in Abdol Sammad's resting place in Natanz. But what is 
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applied in Ahmad Yasavi's tomb was one of the first examples which has 
plastered work arches in large scales. 
In architecture of the early years of Temiir's reign, decorating and plaster 
work was no longer the main principle and it was just applied as the subordinate 
principle in triangular arches. This kind of decoration was applied in small 
arches constructed on tmbs in Torkestan. Of course Ahmad Yasavi's tomb is a 
real museum for different techniques in constructing arches. In this construction, 
some arches are directly constructed on the walls and some others are 
constructed on an octagonal erea of the same dimensions and the others are 
constructed on bows or compound bows. 
Temiir , eager and desirous to conquer the worl, continued his wars and 
victories, shortly he felt that Shahre sabz is too small and remote to be the 
capital. That's why he decided to transfer it to Samarkand. 
Roy Gonsalez, on behalf of Henrry 3, who visited Samarkand in 1404, 
praised the magesty and glory of the city in this wayP:"the garden with beautiful 
brooks, and a huge tent covered with gold and jewelareis was set up and around 
it, there were fabulous brick-made kiosks." 
In 1399, Temiir ordered about constructing a glamorous and beautiful 
mosque that to be unique I Samarkand. This mosque is known as BibiKhan 
um(Temur 's wife) and its construction was finished in 1404. this construction is 
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built in a rectangular area with dimensions 109*167 m mosque, there are huge 
porches which are connected to each other by corridors and halls. Every one of 
the four porches lead to some chambers which are covered with tower ing and 
onion-shaped domes. Around the porch facing the south(kiblah), they are 
constructed some shops and this porch lead to the third magnificent dome. 
The domes of this construction were ruined in 15*'^  century. They are like 
two walls and the inside hallow crust, which was the outside surface of the 
dome, forms the arched ledge of he room. The walls of this mosque are 
decorated with sudatory bricks and the domes are decorated with blue galzerd 
tiles, this demonstrates the great and beautiful decorations during Temiir 's 
period... 
Althogh the shape of mosque with four yards, like Bibi Khan um mosque 
are traditional shapes of Iranian mosques related to 12' century be, its cycle 
rooms behind the yard are new designs of architecture. The proportion in the 
building of this mosque is also kept in other Temiir ;s buildings. Design and map 
of ihis mosque is totally an immitation of the last big mosque which was built by 
Ijantive king, king of Ilkhante, in Sultaniah in Iran. Although it is destroyed 
now. Design and decoration of this big mosque which was built by Temiir 's 
order not only was supported to keep Ilkhante's tradition in building mosques, 
but also it was the symbol of Temiir 's power, achivements and victory. 
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According to Sharafaldin AH Yazdi, writer of Temiir 's history, architectors of 
this huge building were from Iran and India and the building utilities were 
carried by 95 elephants from far ereas to Samarkand. Of course the process of 
building and decorating this mosque was a great of imporetance that Behzad, 
one of the famous Iranian painters, painted this mosque. Also a big school was 
built in front of the main gate of this mosque, but unfortunately only 
Biblichaton's tomb is remained today. 
Shahzand is a cemetry on hills around Samarkand near Qesm Ibne Abbas's 
grave, who is mohammad's cousin and martyred in an islamic war. Most of 
Temiir "s relation's tombs are there. 
lemur's tomb is somewhere else, it isn't Shahzand's cemetry. Temiir liked 
to be hurried in his birth place, but his sudden death in 1405 BC made people to 
beriie him in Gour-Amir. Gour Amir's building was built as a school before 
1401 BC but when his grandchild and probable subsituation Soltan Mohammad 
died in 1403 BCburried him in this place temporarly. When in 1404 BC Temiir 
came back to Samarkand orderded to make this place like a tomb. After Temiir's 
death his son Shahrokh was hurried in this place. Then, Temur's grandchild 
Alaq ordered to make this place like luxirious tomb. In fact, Gour Amir is a 
complex consist of a big yard which in its east part is a school and in its west 
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part is a Khan Qah and between them near to the southern part is a luxirious 
tomb which is the only left part for today. 
A big dome which has covered burial room, outside is covered with blue tile 
like a eyerie hat and shines in sunlight which is a nice example of architecture in 
Temur 's time. 
This dome outside part is placed on a veiy basis. The part where the dome 
and basis cross is decorated in a very special way. Outside this dome is covered 
with several light woods which are placed vertically on a removeable part. Also, 
there are several woods, in inside there are supported by other woods. This 
clever idea in dome making has made this dome so intresting both in outsude 
and inside. Despite the past earthquakes, this dome is still there and has not been 
damaged, meaning that Iranian architectectors are so good in this manner. After 
Temiir's death his son Shahrokh became the king in Khorasan an Harat. In that 
time Alaq-Beik was king in Mesopotamaia and Samarkand and Ibrahim soltan 
was king in Shiraz east of Iran. Because of Goharshad, Shahrokh's wife, and her 
request Khorasan became the place of architecture and new buildings (15*' 
century). In order to make Shite's happy and pleased and to make them calm, 
since they were gaining power in Iran, Goharshad ordered to make Imam 
Reza's holly shrine so luxirious. 
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After that. Imam Reza's holy shrine was rebuilt. He is Shiites' Imam and 
prophit mohammad's relatives who was martyred in the nineth century in Toos 
near east of Iran. The place where Imam Reza was martyred is callad Mashahd 
which means the place of martyrdom and is a holy place for Shiite and aroud 
this place a lot of buildings to house pilgrims. 
This building is decorated with the best kind of stones and tiles. Goharshad 
and her husband Shahrokh who were observing that nunmber of pilgrims is 
increasing every day, decided to built a big mosque with two halls named, 
Darosiade and darol hofaz; near the holy shrine; Qavamedin Shirazi, famous 
Iranian architector was responsible to built the mosque near the shrine. This 
experinced architect, built this mosque according to the traditional pattern with 
two yards. Also there is a dome above this yard toward Kiblah. 
To Alaq-Beik's order a royal school and a friery was built in Rigestan square 
1421-1417 near Samarkand. These days, there is no information about friery. In 
friery's site a school named Shirdar is built which exists up to now. 
The artistic support and success of Temiirids has been spreaded out to 
central parts os Iran and thus at their Kavir like regions of Isfahan and Yazd and 
most of ancient buildings have been repaired as well. At the present time, only 
in Yazd more than 20 buildings are remained from that period. Meanwhile tens 
of other buildings can be traced which proves the construction of new buildings 
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in the region at the time of Temiir. The largest complex, built at that period, was 
a complex comprised of four balcony mosques, friary chouse of Dervishes, 
subterranian water canals, water storage place, one water well beside bath and 
caravanseray and nourishes them. This complex has constructed under 
Mirchakhmaq, who was the governor of Yazd during the kingdom of Sharkh, 
with the support of his wife. The style of local architecture can be seen in the 
buildings of this region which have been made during Temiir era, these style are 
somehow similar to the local styles and coxtoms of the big cities of north eastern 
part s of Iran during this period but are totally separated. 
The building of the school had been designed according to that time 
standards, that is, a four-balcony design such as what had been done in the 
passages and had one entrance building with a yard balconies. Any how, the 
design and classification of the different parts of this building and its spaces are 
so complex and fantastic that one can point out to its square like yard. The four 
sides of the yard are designed in such a way so that the four sided entrances are 
similar and symmetrical and this is of the most advanced desgining which has 
been applied in the Goharshad mosque in Mashahd. The four baloconies of the 
yard are at the same size and its entrance complex is at its right side. The art and 
skill applied in construction as well as decoration of this entrance complex, is 
one fo the most outstanding ones at that ear, and by itself is a criterian and 
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standard for the architecture of Temiir Dynasty and also for post-Temur 
dynasties. Olaq Beik school is in fact, the biggest and the most complete school 
among the school which have been buih during Temiir Dynasty. This rectangle 
like building, has 81 meter long and 56 meter wide, with four minarets in its 
four comers. It also has a big pre-arch faced towards Rigestan square. The high 
door top of this school with a height of 35 meters, has two high domes at the two 
sides which most part of these have not been remained today. The highest level 
of development in modern arch construction in the early times of Temiir period 
can be seen in the building of Qiasoddin school in kharjerd-started by a famous 
architecture named Qavamoddin as his last work, and then finished by another 
architecture called Qiasoddin Shirazi in 1442-1443 ad. This school was built 
under the order of PirAhmad Khafi, the soverign minister of Shahrokh who was 
a man from Khaf. At that times, Khaf was an advanced and thriving city, but 
todays a destroyed one in the frontier of Iran and Afganistan. 
In spite of light , delicate and facade bearing construction materials which 
the architects of Temiirids era used to apply in the building of large cities such 
as Harat, heavy and massive materials have been applied in the building of 
these regions, and one cannot see the arches with the style of crossing arches 
and toys of Haratian class in this region. Walls are usually covered with great 
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and plaster and only their lower part, which is the pulpits and plinths, are 
decorated with tiles. 
After the death of Shahrokh in 1447, his son Oloq Beik succeeded him, but 
the period of his ruling was short and was killed after two years by his son. 
After the assassination of Oloq Beik, his cousin -Abusa'ied (1459-1461 
A.D.) decided to rule this realm and by overcoming his rivals and claimants in 
east and west, he reign over the Mesopotamia and Afghanistan of today. The 
most outstanding building of this era is one which is built by the command of 
Abu Sa'ied's wife in 1465 named as Eshrat Khan (house of joy). This building 
which was a place for burying the women and kids of Temtirids dynasty, was 
comprised of a complex with the Temtirids court architecture who's its style of 
constructing arches pursues the style of Temtirids courts which existed in Gohar 
shad temple and Khargerd school. 
The person who mostly supported this kind of art in Temtirids era was 
Sultan Hossein Baqera who ruled Khorasan from 1470-1506 A.D. (the cradle of 
Temtirids culture) whose capital was Harat. During his era , some outstanding 
scholars in the world of science and literature supported and collaborated him; 
scholars such as Abdul Rahman Jami, the great poet (1414-149*2A.D.), Behzad 
the distinguished painter and Alishir Navaii ,the great scholar (1440-1501 A.D.) 
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During the reign and ruling of Hossein Baqara, a number of buildings were 
built and reconstructed in Harat. One of these was a school by his name from 
which only four minarets used to surround the school have been remained. 
These minarets are 55 meters high, but the bars of these manifest designs on the 
tile -working which are enriched than the tile-workings on buildings related to 
Goharshad buildings. These minarets are decorated with special tiles and seven-
colored tiles with colors of dark blue, light blue, black, white, buff, yellow and 
green elegantly. In the excavations made at the foot of the minarets, a 
gravestone on which was written -Mansur - (father of Hossein Baqara) was 
found . such an elegant carvings which are made embossed on different surfaces 
with the designs of plants , flowers and blossoms on the total surface of the 
stone , has made it so attractive and sentimental. 
The carved designs on this gravestone and other grave-stones are of the best 
samples of carving on stone in the Temiirids era which its designs were new and 
novice as the innovation in carpet designs and carving on the wood. All these 
indicate that the carving workers of this era were informed of the innovations in 
other fields of art. 
Cooperation and co91aboration of Ali-Shir-e-Navaee with Sultan - Hossein 
Baqara in creating various magnificent works, and also enriching his knowledge 
producing government was so prominent and effective. When Temiirids were 
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ruling the eastern parts of Iran, two Turkman tribes named as Qaraqoyonlo in 
1380-1468 A.D. and AQ - Quyonlo in 1378-1508 A.D. were reigning the 
western parts of Iran. At the end of 14"^  century A.D, they ruled the eastern parts 
of Anatolia and northern parts of Iraq, then expanded their victories in the 15"' 
century towards the western parts of Iran, and assigned Tabriz as their capital. 
The most famous ruler of Qaraqaynlus, was an Amir (ruler ) called Jahan Shah 
who held the reign from 1438 up to 1467. He expanded his ruling territory and 
overcame on all parts of Iran and at last ascended the throne of kiSngdom in 
Harat. A number of Turman buildings remained from the ruling era of Turkmen, 
are located in a geographical vast region around Isfahan and Tabriz so far as 
Hasan Kayfa in Turky . Although these buildings are built by weak and harsh 
materials, are so important since the show the innovation of Timurids 
architecture , and on the other hand are indicative of the method of architecture 
by the Turkmen in western regions and its expansion to other regions, especially 
in Turkey, even during the Ottomans authority. 
The only building, remained from the Qaraqayonlu era and from their 
capital, i.e. Tabriz is Blue mosque or Turquoise of Islam which was built in 
1465 A.D. this mosque which is unique considering the architecture and 
decoration in Iran, due to being covered with blue miniature parts of tiles is 
called as blue mosque. This mosque which originally was a complex comprised 
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of different buildings such as d reservoirs for strong water , library, cemetery 
and friaries for the Sufis, is also known as Mozafarieh Mosque since it was built 
under the command and support of Abu-Mozafar Jahan shah. 
Characteristic of Temiirids architecture extended to western regions too; for 
example the tomb of Zeinol-Mirza the son of Uzun Hassan, who was killed in 
1473 A.D in Hasan Kayfa and got buried there. Although the form of this tomb 
is cylindrical and conformity with the ancient custom of building tombs in 
Anatolia (Turkey), the onion shaped dome and its ornaments formed by backed 
bricks and tiles are totally derived from the Temiirids methods and arts. 
One if the most important characteristics of Temiirids' architecture is that, 
there are similar magnificent Temiirid buildings both in central Asia and eastern 
pail of the world of Islam- from Turkey as far as India- hence great and splendid 
buildings whose design and architecture are derived from Taymoorids style, can 
be seen in vast areas of Islam world. 
The Expansion and development of Temiirid's style of architecture in 
various parts of the world has been done through the emigration of architects 
and artists who created these buildings and through the information gained by 
the architects of other regions directly from viewing these buildings in central 
Asia and obtaining their maps and drafts to the other areas. Because of the 
abundance of these glorious buildings and the repetition in constructing them 
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from the era of Temiir in his capital, a Royal Architecture Style was introduced 
which was considered as a pattern and symbol for other regions and evev 
subsequent eras. But the subsequent dynasties such as Safavids, Ottomans, and 
Barbarians who used to rule on these regions, pursued Temiir's procedure not 
only for establishing a capital for showing their power, but also for following his 
thought of world capturing and conquering. 
Sheila S. Blaire and Jonathan M. Bloom: The Architecture of Iran and Asia Minor during Illkhanates and 
Temurids, Translated to Persian by Hashemi Goipaygani, pp 59-82 
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Chapter 6 Art in Iran and central Asia in Temiirids' Era 
Art in Iran and central Asia in Temiirids' Era 
As in the architecture part, Temiirid style in constructing buildings and 
elegant complexes became a prevailing and everlasting style, in this era the 
methods and designs of ornamental arts remained as a style and standard for the 
subsequent generation in Iran, India and Turkey. Not only the style, technique 
and composition in ornamental artistic works of Temiir continued in the 
subsequent eras, but a number of artistic masterpieces of Temiir era was 
perceived and collected by the experts. The style of ornamental arts of Temiirids 
can be seen in different types of ornamental works. But the most prominent of 
them is employing ornamental works in printing precious books and gilding 
them, which nowadays most of the illustrative copies remained from that era 
proves this claim. Gallery which its history can be attributed to workshop and 
library Rashidoddin in Tabriz- established the early years of 14' century. This 
gallery was a place for printing illustrative handwritten books and a centre in 
which pictures, compositions and themes were made and sent to other 
workshops. The books created in these workshops were of the best gilding, 
calligraphy, book- binding, painting and form which in fact were used as a 
means for advertising the political sovereign of the ruling system. 
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The First Period of the Temiirids: 
The most prominent reason on Temiir's support of ornamental arts and 
techniques is the conformity of tools and variety of arts which has been used in 
Ahmad Yasivi's tomb in Turkistan by his direct command. In fact, there is no 
record of illustrated manuscripts, created in Temiir's era, however other things 
and art which can be seen in this tomb, are attributed to Temiir's era and his 
support. 
Harmony in dimensions and applying the materials with the best quality ,as 
well as showing the best skills in various artistic subjects which are applied in 
this tomb along with its perfect architecture, indicate that all these have been 
done under the direct supervision and support of Temiir. 
Its door is contained of two doors with two doorposts, one of which exists at 
the pre -arch of the original entrance of the tomb and the other one at the 
entrance of the tomb. Every doorpost of these doors is divided into three parts; 
each part contains a separate frame, in that the large frame is at the middle of 
two small frames. 
On the upper frame, there are some lines like an inscription (epigraph), and 
the lower frame includes a medallion with geometric draft, but the magnificent 
carving of each doorpost, is done in the middle frame. The two doorposts 
installed on the original entrance, are decorated delicately and beautifully with 
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real-like Eslimi designs, including net-like as well as palm-like drafts in 
crescent-like frames. 
The triangular parts of the doorposts are filled with plant like gorgeous 
natural drafts in a net-like form, including flowers and numerous leaves. The 
space among the parts and the margins of each doorpost is decorated with 
designs including octahedron stars between which is filled with Eslimi pictures. 
Most of the plans and drafts used in these doors are the developed drafts before 
this era which were used in Iran and central Asia in woodworks. The remained 
inlaid works on wood from the tomb of grandson of the great master of the Sufi, 
namely Sheikh Safioddin Bokhari in the midst of the 4* century (A.D.) and also 
the skillfully carvings made on wooden Quran-rack related to 1359 A.D 
indicates this claim. But the harmony of heterogeneous elements in the 
composition of one plan is considered as the advances of this technique and 
industry in Temiir's era. Every doorpost of these doors contains one metallic 
door-knocker from gold or silver and a manuscript of poems from Gulestan 
Sa'di. 
Six brazen oil - burning lamp, obtained from the tomb of Ahmad Yasvi, are 
made devoted under the command and support of Temiir. The importance of 
these lamps which have pillars, is laid in their big size to the extent that the 
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height of each of them reaches to 90 centimeters and on which; the name of 
Temiir is carved. 
The name of Sultan Hossein Baysonqor (Temiir's grandson) and one of the 
great calHgraphers and celebrated supports of the Book are written in the margin 
of some of the pages of this Quran; some experts believe that this was done by 
him. 
A stone Quran -rack sized at 230 * 200 centimeters which formerly was at 
the large altar and dome of Bibi Khanum mosque, and today it is at the yard, 
was made under the Oloq-Beik (Temiir's grandson) in order to be suitable place 
for putting and preserving this precious Quran. 
According to the claims of travelers who had viewed this region during 
Temiir's era and also on the basis of eulogist of his family and friends of that era 
on the walls of Temiir's places, but there is no traces of these nowadays, and 
only some pictures of them can found in illustrated books of that era. In the 
western parts of Iran, the precious written manuscripts were made for the artists 
of .lalayerians' court. The ornamental style and method of these, were the main 
resource for producing precious and illustrated manuscripts in the Alexander 
Sultan era (Temiir's grandson) -1384-1415 A.D.- who was the ruler of Shiraz in 
1409 A.D. 
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Eighteen precious illustrated manuscripts during 1410 up to 1413 A.D. have 
been created under the command of Alexander Sultan. The oldest existed 
manuscripts of illustrated books of northern east of Iran and Mesopotamia, are 
those manuscripts which are made for Shahrokh, the son of Temiir (who related 
from 1405 up to 1445 A.D.). 
The subject of the most of these manuscripts is related to history which 
indicates the interest of the rulers of that era to make the name of their authority 
and dynasty everlasting in the history. The first book of these types of 
manuscripts is entitled as "Generalities of history "created in 1415 and 1416 
A.D. 
The book contains a revised collection of a translation of Tabarvian 's 
history about the prophet's life , comprehensive history compiled Rashideddin, 
letter of conquest about Temtir's life compiled by the royal historian and 
eulogist, Sharafeddin along with an addendum compiled by Hafez Abru about 
Shahrokh. The short lived historic style (a method to produce illustrated 
documents throughout Shahrokh/s era) was soon replaced with the classic 
Iranian style of painting wide spread throughout the region. This particular style 
was prevalence to prince Baysonghar's support and over sight of the artisans 
who organized this style. One of the illustrated copies of this period is a kiSng's 
letter commissioned by Baysanghor, containing all the characteristics of this 
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style, yet slightly different from other copies. This particular illustrated copy has 
the 38*26 dimensions, containing 21 miniatures where some cover the whole 
page, along with a 2- paged preface. Baysanghor's fascination with epic poetry 
had him commission a revised and edited version of Ferdowsi's king's letter 
with a new introduction written on it. 
Unfortunately the original version is no longer available. The calligraphy of 
this book was done by one most prominent calligraphers of the period, Mirza 
Ja'far. The golden background of most pages displays generous, utterly opulent 
decorations. 
Once the art school of Harat was established, it became the hub for this 
particular style. The best example of this style is the one transcribed for prince 
Muhammad Jookie , son of Shahrokh. It contains 33 full miniature mostly based 
on fictional topics. Where Baysanghor's kings - letter illustrations are mostly 
based on the king's wishes and desires. But this king's letter depicting 
Tahmineh entering Rostam's bedroom displays harmony and balance especially 
in blending bright enamel-like colors, which is an imitation of the school of 
Harat. But in other portraits, especially in the large scenes of fight, the small 
characters are set in the portraits in such a way that are influenced and 
overwhelmed by the main and big characters of the portrait. In some of the 
miniatures, the fortresses and strongholds are located continuously, and the 
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natural sceneries, including spongy like stone sceneries, illustrate an imaginary 
and fanciful world in the eyes of the viewer. This copy of Shahnameh had a 
great importance in the court of Temiirids of India, since it was sealed by the 
seal of Gurkanids emperors, from Baber to Aurangzeb, and the hand-written 
note of Shah Jahan along with two painting were attached to it. The miniatures 
of this illustrated Shahnameh - which is an exhibition of skills and techniques of 
Temiirids description and painting in the first half of the 15th century. In fact 
lack the glittering and shinning of the paintings pertaining to its former era, i.e. 
Baysonqor era, as it is free from the prominence and fascination of its 
subsequent era miniatures, namely the era of Behzad. 
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The Last Period of Temiirids: 
The history of creating a book in Harat was unknown till now. In 1458 A.D. 
Jahanshah - the king of Torkman dynasty- conquered Harat and illustrated 
books with artists and industrial workers was sent to east. Hossein Bayghara 
was not a famous prince. After he saw a battle between Torkmen in the west and 
Femurs prince in east, he got out from his place in Khrazm and conquered Harat 
without any resistance in the spring of 1469 A.D. he established a glorious court 
and during 36 years he continued artistic activities . Bayghara 's court had many 
attraction for scientists , poets , artists such as a great poet Jami and a popular 
diplomat Ashir Navaii. 
The first illustrated book was Zafarnameh by Shir Ali in 1467-1468. This 
book has six miniature paintings in two pages and the face of Temiir repeated in 
many pages. In these pictures, some scene of Temiir's reign was seen. 
There is a probability that Hossein Bayghara wanted to show his relationship 
and heredity with Temiir. 
Undoubtedly we can say, this version was finished before the victory of 
Hossein Bayghara in the battle with Torkish and establishment of Harat. This 
book found a respect in Temiirids' court in Akbar's kingdom-Jahangir and Shah 
Jahan in India. 
Most of the miniatures in this book were attributed to a famous Iranian 
painter, Behzad; but the paintings didn't have any signature. The paintings that 
Behzad provided for Bayghara in Tanznameh are a good example of methods 
and style of Behzad's painting. Jahangir had a good information and experience 
to recognition of miniature of famous painters. He said that eight paintings of 
this version related to Behzad. 
One of miniature in this version with the title of "Building of Samarghand 
mosque "proceeded to every day topics and activities. Behzad's painting have a 
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some specifications such as representation of various characteristics with actual 
shape and type, special attention to different expressions of statues and drawing. 
Also he designs real situation by using bright, shining and pellucid colors. In the 
period of Hossein Bayghara and by his support, all arts related to decorating 
books were extended. 
One of the wonderful and excellent samples is the Mathnavi of Jalaloddin-
Roomi in 1483 A.D. by Bayghara in Harat. On the cover there is a rectangle 
outline with citron in center and four fichus on the corners. All surfaces adorned 
with arabesque's design. The basis is inlaid working and gold blocking. This 
shape was in 15'^  century and then the plans and pictures transferred to carpet 
weaving. 
Binding industry with polished cardboard paper, known as under-waxed 
painting, was an expanding innovation done during the dynasty and scattered 
vastly during the Safavids Dynasty. Then it was identified as Islamic Alcoholic 
wax. 
Like the front cover, the inner side lining of the cover was decorated with 
splendidly. These include miniature of delicate leather decoration made on blue 
paper. The upside, downside and folding covers had special designs showing 
miniature deer, monkeys, wild ducks, foxes, birds on trees, etc. the edges of the 
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covers were decorated with flying ducks and there was an intorted dragon taken 
from Chinese expert painters. 
During the past centuries, most of the tools indicated in Temiirids style and 
related to artistic masterpieces and people's daily lives were damaged or 
dilapidated; however, one can find traces of such designs in paintings remained. 
For instance, the picture remained in the introduction to Sa'di's Bustan in Cairo 
shows a Sultan Hossein Bayqra's Palace. On the left, a prince is shown on the 
throne in the bower, below him there is a carpet design with geometric drawings 
of citron. Before the prince, there is a low table on which one can identify a blue 
and white china clay pitch and metal one. On the right, there are the maids and 
servants holding bottles, glasses, and plates taking food everywhere. Jt should 
noted here there is no carpet or fabric cloth remained from Temiirids and we 
can just read between the lines through the information we have. 
The clay and china stoneware, known as blue and white clays, was highly 
valued during the 15"^  century. Most of such works were imitations from china 
clays. These were designed with specific pictures of the 15* century AD. The 
Temiirids clay works were inferior to China clays as most the blue and white 
clays produced in this era were solid enameled mud with repeated designs. 
Most of the artistic meretricious works in the 15" century AD were 
produced for Temurids family only. Therefore, one may claim such works as 
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Temiirids productions. A sample for this can be a copy of Nezami's Khamse, 
which was written due to a Temiirid Prince, Abolghasem Yaber. The writing of 
the boolc was initiated by Azhar, a famous caUigrapher of the time; however, it 
was finished till his death. A year after Yaber's death and when Harat was ruled 
by Jahanshah, the copy was given to Khalil Sultan, an Agh-Ghoyunloo king and 
to his order, Abdorrahim Al-Kharazmi,a caligrapher known as Anissi, continued 
writing the book. Two painters named Sheykhi and Dervish Mohammed painted 
the pages. However, before it was finished, Sultan died and the book was left 
unfinished. Then Sultan Khalil's brother, Sultan Ya'ghub, continued his job, but 
it wasn't finished as the king died before it was over. Finally the book was given 
to king Esmael, the founder of Safavid's Dynasty and it was finished then. 
Iranian and middle Asian decorative art of the 15^ ^ century AD was scattered 
to other sites by all Temiirids arfists and craftsmen who followed Temiirids 
style. The properties manifested through Temiirids art in Iran and Central Asia 
in the ] 5"^  century AD were taken to Turkey, Muslim residenfial India, etc. and 
this way it turned to be an international style. Temiirids stylography, especially 
those which applied botanical sources, highly influenced Ottoman royal court 
th 1 
while creating a new independent style of this dynasty in the 16 century AD. 
' Sheila S. Blaire and Jonathan M. Bloom: The Architecture of Iran and Asia Minor during lllkhanates and 
lemunds. Translated to Persian by Hashemi Golpaygani. pp 85-107 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion and index 
Conclusion 
With the undeniable researches which has conducted in different fields like, 
population biology, history, various science like, astrology, medicine, pharmacy, 
marine science, architectural and urbanism, music and painterly of book and 
bookbindery, war equipments, general needs, industry and agriculture and even 
mythology, not much tow nations with old background and several thousand years 
could be found, which be similar with two great and historic neighbor country of 
Iran and India, and from this viewpoint these two countries are unique in 
lexicology and in culture history. These mentioned similarities are not base on a 
simple accident, but its procedure which has a lot of width in human life history. 
1 he important pint is that these two nation, intentionally or unintentionally has 
similar historic happening and destiny, for example, there are lots of similarities in 
Alexander period, his presence and his soldiers and military fail of Iran and India, 
impossibility of defiance and endurance front of Mughols attack in seventh 
century, which we can example all of then individually, but we shouldn't forget 
about one definition, and it's that, great nations and influencing centers in culture 
and lexicon field has proved that they know the ways of facing with defiance and 
the ways of holding power and victory. 
Beginning of Mughols attack and capturing big part of those lands of those days 
and unity which was developed on that grate emperor, create the background for 
some activities, the activities which these people has experienced them in ordinary 
condition, experiments like, commerce, trading, goods and cultural and artistic 
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experiments transfer, translation of valualMe books and impressions, military 
training and generally satisfaction of social and individual needs, and common 
(Mughol) experiment although without having such a experiment in governing, 
was interested in this subject, and prepared the backgrounds by activities like 
invitation of artists, building scientific and training centers like observatory, 
hospital, and artistic center like libraries and aides for architecting and urbanism, 
and all of these leads to its growth and efflorescence. We should never forget that 
peoples need in different geographic areas were different. Plenty of raw materials 
prepared the chance for gross product. We shouldn't forget about style and artistic 
taste and other ruling values on society (religious, ethnic) and national bankroll. 
Subject which are different and at the same time are similar. But despite all of the 
mentioned cases, two nations of Iran and India, concerning presence of Mughol 
governor and common historic background, and social and individual needs, has 
tried to create a victory from the defiance. Because in other case they will fail with 
the first defiance, and there would be no nation other tribe, to be impressible and 
influence. Two nations of Iran and India as the history shows, after Alexander 
invasion and ascendancy, as we expect from great nations, passed throw the 
accidents and continued their way, as there are some little stone in a river path. 
And then they encounter with Mughols, about this accident Iranian historian and 
scholars have different opinions, one historian has written: if you say that from the 
beginning of human until now nobody has seen such disaster you are right, when 
Mughols reaches to Iranian lands and other countries they usually destroy most of 
the centers and cities, and kill all peoples. But the wizard of these countries 
cultures eventually tames these beasts and used them to serve their culture. This 
means that they return the credit which lost by sword by rede and even used it as 
golden chance for growth and efflorescence of their culture, in the same way which 
they have experienced it with Arabs and Turks. 
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In fact, Iranian artists used the created situation, present a mixture on Iranian 
culture, which was polished by Islam effect after seven centuries, as notion 
phenomenon and individual handcrafts, or gross product. As this subject were 
proved before by others. For example great mosque of Dameshgh was designed by 
Iranian artists and Syria artists attired it, and in Tabary history which is one of the 
Moslems important refrences, we have that in building of city of Baghdad Abbassi 
Caliphs brought from Iran, Syria, Kofeh, Mosel, Vaset and Basre many workers 
and architects. Iranian even have effective rule in changing of Islamic government 
form Ommavy caliphs to Abbassian 749 AC 132 H, especially mans like 
Abomoslem Khorasany, which Abbassian government continued by his efforts and 
rede of family of Barmakin, although Omavian continued their government until 
1031 AC 432H, in Spanish. And because the last caliph of Omavian, Abdol 
Rahman son of Moavie son of Hashem son of Abdolmalek defiance by Ferdinant 
the king of Bastil and Queen Elizabeth Aragan which were marry with each other, 
Spanish separated from Islam world until now. 
Considering the presence of Iranian artists Abbassian caliphs starts new activities 
and Baghdad became the center of Islamic art and culture, lots of books from 
Greek in fields like philosophy, medicine, mathematic and etc. translated to Arab 
and used. The caliph established a new science institution named Darolhekmeh ( 
Beitolhakamie) in Baghdad which was the center for gathering artists and 
scientists. It has even studying center and observatory. In Haroon period with 
translation of book of Hezar o Eikshap reputation of Abbassian reaches to all 
around the world. 
Motasem (Al Motasem) could build the city of Sammerah in about 60Km form 
Baghdad, which until many years (839 - 892 AC) equal with (222 - 279) was the 
center of government. One of the Caliphs planes was using of Torkish in army 
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because of their suitable physic and when Abbassian lost the government again 
Iranian has some influence on it. At this time (800 AC) (184) Aghlebeh emerged in 
north of Africa, at 819 AC (204) Samanian government establish independent 
administration in Bein o Alnahrian and north and east of Iran, which influence of 
this region on literature of Iran and its development was undeniable, Rodaky the 
well known Iranian poet which was called Abo Shoara, means father of Persian 
poem growth in this situation. Egyptian announces their independent by 
establishing government of Tolonieh which was from Ahmad son of Totan famous 
Egyptian headed. The continuance of their government reaches to Akhshadieh and 
then to Fatemion government (Fatemy caliphs). Ghaznieh and Ghaznavian 
announce their own government in 962 AC (351) in Panjab and Afghanistan and 
by their defiance by Salgoghyan and Toghrol Beik by victory in Khorasan and then 
BaghdAC in 1055 AC (447) reach to sultanate. And this governments and 
administrations at 1258 AC (657) with Mughols attack faced new accidents, which 
will come hereafter. Chngiz Khan divided his imperial which was extended from 
China to south of Russia and Iran and Persian Golf, between his sons, Helako 
called himself lillkhan in Iran and create the administration of lillkhanian which 
include Iraq and some part of underage Asia. In this dynasty govern these lands 
from 1256 to 1353 AC (754-654). But they get influenced with culture and art of 
the failed nation, especially Iranian which have experience in science, philosophy, 
poem, drawing, architect, and urbanism and other industries. They with acceptance 
of Islam which was dominant religion in Iran society, begin to build scientific and 
training centers and art development in Baghdad, Tabriz, Zanjan (Soltanieh). Until 
again cursory attack of Mughols started, and this time Teymour Lang (Teymour 
Khan) (1370-1404 AC) (772 - 807) attacks to Iran and after that failed Osmany 
government, and in this situation Samarghand and Bokhara starts to develop as 
scientific and cultural center with Iranian characteristic and hold the leadership of 
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this stormy ship. After this we have government of Baborbaberian in India. Babar 
which was bom at 1482 AC, 887 in Fraghaneh in Tagikestan in a Persian region 
reaches to government of India which continued from 1526 to 1857 AC (1274 -
933). Baber and his vicars cause the growth of Iran and India art, they create 
special condition by inviting artists, architects, urbanism, and announcing that the 
Persian is formal language of country, and connection situation which they have 
with governing families in Iran, and used these bargain in political plays and 
cultural leisure. 
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